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According to Los Angeles Police Department
Records, at IS: 30 as-wu, on Jufte 5, 1968; SIRHAN BIS
^JRHAN arrestedb^Los AngelesPolieeSegartmen

4HBI BSBHIHQBBBBB4HBI flBSBHHIIHB
at the Ambassador H W f ^ ^ O O wilsnire isomevard, Los Angel
California under the name of "itoHN- DOE #l:l. He was charged
vith suspicion of 217 PC (assault with Intent to murder). .
SIRHAN had no identification on his person aid refused to
reveal his identity.

^•gwlUttgg^l^^^^M^^ft^Police Department
statement to SIRHAN: "you have the right to remain silent.
If you give up the right to remain silent, anything you say
can and will be used against you in a court of law. You
have the right to speak with an attorney and to have the attorney
present during questioning. If you sc desire and cannot
afford one, an attorney -.;ill be appointed for you -without
charge before questioning." SIRHAN was then asked, "Do you
understand your rights'?5 at which time he replied Yes.";
t(Do you wish to remain silent?11 at which time he replied
Yes." and IDoyou -want an attorney present?" to which he
replied "Yes." .SIRHAN vias booked as "JOHN DOE #1" on June 5,
1968 at.2T20 a.m.

SIRHAN EISHA.riA SIRHAN was examined at 2:01 a.m.,
June 5, 1968 by Dr. E.C. LANZ at the Los Angeles Police
Department under the name "JOHN DOE - Sv.spect". Medical
findings indicated a swelling of his left ankle, probably
sprain, no fracture, contusion of his left index finger,
heaatoma of forehead and minor abrasions of face.
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LA 56-I

_ \"which had been taken by
TL BURBA of the, Los Angeles Fire Department on June 5, 1968.

This photograph depicts tuo individuals attempting to_eubdue

Mspect . To the r igh t r ea r , according _
I can be observed an individual whoiu h£
ELT GRIER, a Lbs Angeles Ranis footbal l p layer .

Ail
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furnish~e< __
Of suspect SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN being he.
at the Ambassador Hotel.

^ ^ ^ a photograph
y'e police officer







The following i s a photograph of SIRHAN B. SIRHAN
as he i s being removed by Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) Officers from the *-*•.««,.*,«. n^<>i Tfc* nh^tr^n
was made avai lable by

fid,

£*
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The following is a photograph of SIRHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN when he was booked by the Los Angeles Police
Department following his arrest for shooting Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY:
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/B/68

On June 7, 19oB, I ^ P M N I ^ M H R Los Angeles
Police Department, made available the attached records.

On 6A/68 -at Los Angeles, California
- 285 -
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It U the property of the FBI and is loaned to
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 6 ̂  '

On June 7, 1968, SAI
obtained the following records from the Pasadena Police
Department:

Vic

n.6/7168 a t Pasadena, California
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FD-S02 . 4-tS-6<| 9
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1

^ os Angeles Police
Department (JJU'D), mafe available the following ̂copies of
the Medical Treatment Record of the victims wounded in the
shooting at the Ambassador Hotel:

These Medical Treatment Records are from the City
Df Los Angeles, Central Receiving Hospital, and are handwritten
copies of the originals.

[advised that the originals of
these records are being utilized for the Grand Jury Hearing,
"being conducted on June 7, 1968, and are, therefore, not
available at this time. The originals of these records
vi 11-be-.available through appropriate subpoena if required
for any Federal court proceedings at a later date.

On 6/6/68, .at Los Angeles, Cal ifornia P;IJ»PS Angeles 56-156

- 316 -
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Rampart Division., Los Angelee
availablePolice

Photo Lab employeepHHH^Hp^^Bp for examination end
photographing on tRe morimigofjune 5, 1968. He stated this
material was in the possession of the individual identified as
SIRHAN B. SIRHAN at the time of his arreEt.

1. $100 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
H O4568389A, Series 1950 D.

2. $100 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
L 00339025A, Series 1950 E. '

3. $100 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
, . . L 13085264A, Series 1950 (no le t te r designation).

4. $100 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
' L OS43131QA, Series 1950 D.

5. $5-00 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
L 72235260A, Series 1963 A.

6,-' $1.00 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
A L ^94937671), Series 1963 A.

7. $1.00 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
L 52741666D, Series 1963 A.

8. $1.00 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
E 49565514C, Series 1963 A.

9. $1.00 Federal Reserve Note bearing Serial No.
L 41O4538UD, Series 1963 A.

10. One key, s i lver in color, appearing to.be an
automobile key> bearing the l e t t e r s CPD.

11. Song sheet of three verse song, captioned,
"THIS MAN IS YOUR MAN, THIS MAN IS MY MAN".
Each of the f i r s t two verses end with the l ine ,
"That man is ROBERT KENNEDY". The third verse
ends with the l ine , "THE MAN IS ROBERT KENNEDY".
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12. Torn announcement from unknown newspaper, indicating
Senator ROBERT KENNEDY was to be at the Coconut.
Grove of the Ambassador Hotel on Sunday, June 2,
1966.

13. Torn news column from the "Independent Star-News",
Pasadena* California newspaper. Column by DAVID
LAWBENCE, captioned, "Paradoxical Bob",

The items were lef t in the custpd^of |BB|jjBpSB^B
after Photo Lab emp 1 oyeegjgj^fflgyJBJilSBHBBinaa pnoto-

graphed each. The Federal Reserve Notes and the two newspaper
tear sheets, and the song sheet were not removed from the plast ic
envelopes the Police Department had placed them in. The key
was not in an envelope at the time i t was photographed.

AIM
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THIS MAW IS YOUR MAN, THIS M*M IS KT HAM

Plrat Veree and chorua *

This man la your man, This man Is my man
From California to the Mew York Island
Prom the Redwood PoneBt to the Oulf Stream
That man Is R03ERT KENNEStf. i*»,

* • -

Second Verae ** f

Let us stop the fighting, start reuniting

Increase our labors, to help our neighbors.

This nation needs now a man who leads now :

.That man Is ROBERT KENNEDY.
ft

CHORUS .

Third Verse

fie walks with all men, He talks

In times of crisis he is the right nan.

For peace In our land, for peace

THE MAN IS ROBERT KENNEDY.'

CHORUS

ID all landi

i . •.

xS&JL^
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Senator Robert Kennedy

Cocoinut Grove
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Paradoxical B
PRESIDENTIAL CAND1OATCS * . w ro _

H f e ' f ••!•

But (Jurirtc tfie laft three year*, on the other
hand, the Soviet Union has hem Fending muni-
tions tn North Vietnam a* well ** bombing planet
and other weapoiw of war mounting to a total of
at least i billion dollar* a yrir. Vet no demand
ha* been made by any of the prrs>o>ntiaT candi-
date* thai economic muMiinns he taken ajraiml
the Soviet rpion and other Communist rounirw*.

. V ' ' *
' S E N . KENNEDY Mt «ko declared the United

* • ^ 1 .

Jnbfptnfttnt

J. Kidder
Publmbtr

Gurtaf A. Soda
GeoenI Ma

: * . • • • , " • • • ; • : A
ArsoUHta*

Euctibn EAur
Fust

Muihrr- AMncmtd ^ru. L'mtrtl Frcu InirrniticKuL
North Ancriua Novtprr AUIUMX. TV N n Y «t

Tuoet Urn Srtriei. Cny Nr»i ierno*. _ •

v M s i r

OSca ia » • » York. rtiU^elptiu. Aduta. JMbm.
CkxatD. Man»peti», Saa Frunn^ Ln Aawtai

N M O M S U K U I T at m ' E M Coknrft SodnanL
f w d e u . CJJorw HtO»

Ju«r tre other day. Sen. Robert T. Kennedy o(
Krw Vn k made i tpteth in I / * Angela *rhlrti
certain' »-as received with favor by Protestant.
C«tho.' ana Jewish giotq* * I K * bmr been
round11'- mpporting the cause «< IKTMI • p i n t
Efyjit and the Arab camtrta.

Kennedy a M : "We cannot — and wfD art —
permit the Soviet Union to achieve t n imbalance
in the Middle E t s t We rut tnd wiD fully wsiM
Israel — wttt araw if necwwiy — to meet the
fhreal of masshtt Soviet military boildaps. We
cannot — and «iD tret — rrader Israel deiense-
lest its tiw I u » of » j "

Sam KhoaM oar ttt

K?«ssa

berland for

"Let tee
pinaS brittl

the Kidffie East k not nearly an d a a w n m at the
«ihj»tion In Southeast Asia. Also there art warn
mrrnben of Canjrea wJw fed that ff tt k props
for the United SUlea to render Bj&lbry araewt
to I v a d in the Middle East, tt fc just V t S s f -
K>r\- tt protect the countries at Soitbeut Ada
ajs-;att aggressioB,

S « . Kennedy, fa a speech In Fortlaad, « - ,
»<t month, crttidad 8 * adminlstmtjOB1* «W>
tvir even mor» severely wti«o he aakt

-American fareipi pslicy hat become Mend-
f W »tth po»*r, and ai that obsession * t «avt
forfflften our porpaaaL . . c . . "^ ^

" A the unilateral exerdsF of our ovenrhelm-
ine Pf"'r. we Isolated oursrtvrt To musy o/ a r
iraiiiicnaJ atbVs and neutral frirfldt, we petuved
aF a^uprrpouer ignorinc ocr own historical « m -
m i t n r ! to a decent rrsprct for Die opinions of
mankind."

Kenned)1, in Hn speech on Monday, BeverBie-
Vss rerommended a rttrp policy in the Middla
East and favored aid to Israel "with a r m if Dec-
e^sarj'" to meet the threat of the Soviet*.

v *

OPPOSITION to the w to Vietoaw na» t w o
exfmp̂ >j?d b>' prtsidentitl candidates appeaBnf to
vaierr *ho are fearful that their cons may be
drafted or to the families of those young toes *ba
are already In the Armed Foros of the, ttnjted
Suter in Southeast Afit A Urgt number of peo-
pl» la this rounliy »r« d«ply caocerned wth the
t-wnt* in the Middle East. r»rtk-utrly wift thf
1str of Ixraei Jleoce the political candidile* aaf
« bif srtvtnLiCf in prorifiminK their firm support
a' Amrrji an Inlerventian in the Middle E a L

.PjiNidcnt Johwoo, fa announdnt that he
I jwl nowpl Bomination far w-etection, tad
I to Uke the VieUiam issue out t( tt* on»-
. nut iorritn policy »«*nw to haw remained

m the tpepdiett by the two lVmtxialie
rasBHiiT*. Seo. Kennedy of New York and Baa.
Eugene McCarthy of MUUKOOU.

>
• > -



FD-JDS (R*«. 4-lS-6*> 0
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

n... 6/g/6B

__ (Detective Bureau, Los
Angeles Police Department, made available the following
copy of the medical treatment record of SIRHAN SIRHAN.
OhiB record reflects the results of a physical examination
made upon SIRHAN on June 5, 1968, following his arrest
by members of the Los Angeles Police Department, the
examination was made at the Ios Angeles Police Department.

On 6/T/68 «* Los Angeles, California Fn B# Los Angeles 56-156
- 336 -

by _j*AjQjJ2BBHBHBGHHll Date dictated 6/T/68
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l Los Angeles Pj;
Department, Rampart Petectlves,~~advised SA
on June 6, 1968, that the arraignment of SII
SIRHAN took place at approximately 7:00 a.m., on June 5,
I968, in Division 40, Los Angeles County Municipal Court.
SIRHAN was booked and arraigned under the name of
"JOHN POE". He was charged with six counts of Section 217 PC,
assault with Intent to murder. Judge JOAN DEMPSEY KLEIN
set ball;at $250,000 and this ball will take effect upon
the proper identification of the defendant. At the time
of the arraignment, SIRHAN was actually held without
bail due to the fact that his identity was not known and
therefore the terras of ball did not apply.

Stated that it was his understanding
the Los Jtngeles County District Attorney planned to
present the case to the Los Angeles County Grand Jury on
Friday, June 7, 1968« He said If the Indictment was
immediately forthcoming, there would be no preliminary
hearing for the subject.

- 339 -



FD-J02 (H«». 4-15-64) •V ' • ~

iDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTiGA

Date 6/3/68

Los AngeleTTounty Jail, advised that SIRHAM BISHARA
SIRHAM Is confined to an eight foot by ten fi*ot
hospital room located on the second floor of the Hospital
Section of the Los Angeles County Central Jail, This room
contains no windows and has a single steel door which has
a 12 Inch by 12 Inch glass window, which permits an outside
guard to view the room. The room contains an eight inch
high welded steel bed, which Is secured solidly to
the floor. The bed contains a foam rubber mattress, blankets,
and a pillow. The room contains a commode and a 12 inch
by 16 Inch tempered glass mirror. Located near the commode
and affixed to the wall, Is an 18 Inch by 16 Inch steel
shelf, which contains coat hookB. The room also contains
a wash basin, towel bar, and a steel toilet paper
fixture, which .Is also affixed solidly to the wall,

M H R R m advised that logs are being maintained
during SlRHAN's incarceration at this Institution, as well as
medical reports.

6/5/68 Los Angeles, California F i l e ^ ° s Angeles 56-156

Date dictated
6/8/68

Tbia document contain* neither recommendation! nor conclusion* of the FBI. It i« the property of the FBI and i« loaned to
your agency; it end ite content* ere not to be distributed ouUide your agency.
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LA 56-156

ladvised that SIRHAN 1B currently
wearing a prison Issued pair of pajamas and that no toilet
articles .axe permitted In the cell except on the request of
SIRHAN. V 9 H B H H H } s t a t e d that there Is no electronic
device In SIRHAN1 B ceil nor will one be installed. H B f l f c
stated SIRHAN will be fed the standard hospital menu three
times a day, selected at random from meals provided all
Inmates. The only occasion on which he will leave his room
tinder escort will be for the purposes of receiving medical
attention and for< showers.

jwhen SIRHAN arrived at the
Los Angeles County Central Jail he was immediately examined
by Dr. PHILLIP ATTALLA and this examination included a
head, to. ,toe-X-ray. He said it was noted during the
examination that SIRHAN v;as suffering from a fractured finger,
which was jimmed lately splinted and an ace bandage applied to
his swollen ankle.

During the day, SIRHAN requested and received single
copies of the "Los Angeles Times" and the "Herald-Examiner'.

irther advised a Jail guard
constantly surveils SIRHAN through a glass window in the
cell door throughout the period SIRHAN is confined alone.
He stated the only exception to this procedure is when
SIRHAN Is visited by a person, physician or his attorney,
at which time the guard checks via the \)lndow at five minute
intervals. He further stated anyone visiting SIRHAN's
cell, including his attorney, must first have the approval
of Sheriff PETER PITCHESS. Under no circumstances will
SIRHAN be brought to an interview area of the jail for security
reasons. '

v H ^ 3 3 § 9 B H h ° complications other than the fractured
finger and swollen ankle were noted during the examination of
SIRHAN by Dr. ATTALLA. Further, there were no indications that
SIRHAN had been using any form of narcotic and Dr. ATTALLA
has advised tha^therewasno Indication of any form of narcotic
withdrawal. fBaflEBHHRHBHNt'&ted that in his conversation
with SIRHAN on June 5J 19bt5, he found him to be very articulate
in speech with very little discernable accent.



FD-J02 (R»». 4-J5-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

hie-

Date
6/B/68

to the second floor hospital cell occupied "bj
to viewing SIRHAN through the glass window,
openad^n^d Joining unoccupied room in order to peri
SAjHHaV0 v i e v t h e room's facilities which are identical
to those in SIRHAN's cell. This inspection coincided in
every respec^withthedescrlption of the room as previously
related by B B H H H H f l B *1>he t e d and steel shelf, toilet
paper fixtureT^usinen^tempered glass mirror were al l
firmly affixed to the wall and floor.

On comp
that of SIRHAN's,
•SIRHAN through the
was observed by SA
his bed relaxing.

of the room adjoining
(permitted S A p S H H t o viev)

eading into his room. It
_iat SIRHAN was lying face up on

Ct was also noted that his left index
finger was heavily bandaged with splint protruding from the
end. Also noted was an ace bandage wrapped around SIRHAN's
left ankle. This cell was identical to the above cell inspected

ESBBM
; ' SABBHHbbeerved a uniformed Deputy Sheriff positioned

on a -high stooiimmeaiately outside SIRHAN's room which
afford shimcGnslan^^Airveillance of SIRHAN while he is in the
room. CSaffiHflHHHB^vised that a guard will be maintained
at the Tin^owofSIRHAn' s cell during the period he is
confined to the Los Angeles County Central Jail.

imade available to S|_
copy of the institute menu for its inmates for the period
June 5 - 9, 1968. He pointed out that in an effort to
prevent the possibility of poisoning SIRHAN while confined
he has assigned Deputy Sheriff personnel to proceed down the
prison mess line and at random select the food to be given
to SIRHAN thus preventing a regularly assigned tray to be
delivered to him. He also advised that SIRHAN *ill be
utilizing a spoon as a utensil instead of e fork.

OB 6/5/68 «f Los Angeles, Los Angeles 56-156

6/8/68
.Date dictatedby

Tbia document contains neither recommendations DOT conclusion* of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it «nd iU content* are not to be distributed outaide your agency.
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of the Indictment obtained
by S A H H H H H P H l on June 7, 1968, from
the Office of the District Attorney, Los Angeles County.

- 3*3 -



6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

Tbe People of the State of CfWf

SIRHAN BISHARA SIRBAN,

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

SXSXX3XX

The said

INDICKSSNT

MURDER (Sec. 187. P .C.) - Count I
ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON "WITH
INTENT TO COMMIT MURDER
(Sec. 217, P .C.) ~ Counts H-VI

SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

is accused by the Graad Jury of the County of Los Angeles, State of California, by this indictment,

of the crime of MURDER,

in Violation of Section 18 ? , Penal Code of California, a feloqy,

committed prior to the finding of this indictment, and as follows

That on or about the 5th day of June, 1968 at and in tbe County of

Los Angeles, State of California, the said defendant,

SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

did.willfully, unlawful]}1, sr&IcJoniously and with malice aforethought murder

Robert Francis Kennedy, a human being.

A TRUE BILL

Foreman of the Grand Jury

Presented by the Foreman of the Grand Jury, in the presence of the Grand Jury, in open Superior
Court of the State of California, within and for the County of Los Angeles, and filed u a record in
*aid Court this 7th day of June, 1968. .

WILLIAM G. SHARP, COUNTY CLERK

By. . „

EVELLE J. YOUNGER,
I X K X X X I « S S S 3 K

Deputy

Attorney

BaD Recommended

y No bail

BAIL

By.
JOHN E. HOWARD Deputy



COUNT n

For * further u d separate cause of •ction, being a different offense ol the same class of

and offenses as the charge act forth in Count I .

hereof, the said 5IRHAN BISHARA 5IRHAN

Is accused by the Grand Juiy of the County of Los Angeles, Stale of California, fay this indictment,

of the crime of ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON WITH INTENT TO COMMIT
MURDER,

In Violation of Section 217 ' , Penal Code of California, a felony,

committed prior to the finding of this indictment, and as follow*:

That on or about the 5th day of June, 1968, «t and in the County of

Los Angeles, State of California, the said defendant,

SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

did willfully, unlawfully and feloniously commit an assault with a. deadly weapon upon

Pawl Schra.de, a human being, with the intent then and there willfully, unlawfully,

feloniously, ajid with mal i ce aforethought, to kil l and murder the said Paul Schr»de.
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• COUNT m

For » further «nd separate cause of action, being a riiifereat offense of the same daw id cri»»a
• " - %

and offenses as the charge0 let forth in all the preceding counts

hereof, the .aid SIRHAN BISHARA 5IRHAN

is accused by the Grand Jury of the County of los Angeles, State of California, by this indictment,

of the crime of ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON WITH INTENT TO COMMIT
MURDER, • •

in Violation of Section 217 ' , Penal Code of California, a felony,

committed prior to the finding of this Indictment, and as follows:

That on or about the 5th day of June, 1968, at and in the County of

Los Angeles, State of California, the said defendant,

SIKHAN BISHARA STRHAN

did willfully, unlawfully and feloniously commit an assault with a deadly weapon upon

-Ixwi» Strol l , a human being, with the intent then and there willfully, tmla-wfully,

feloniously, and -with mal ice aforethought, to Xill and murder the said

Irwin Stroll .



COUNT IV

For a further and separate cause of action, being a different offense of the same dast of crane*

and offenses as the charges set forth ill all the preceding counts

hereof, thetaid SIRHAN EISHARA SIRBAN

is accused by the Grand Jury of the County of Los Angeles, State of California, by this indictment,

of the crime of ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON WITH INTENT TO COMMIT
MURDER,

in Violation of Section 217 ' f Penal Code of California, a fdony,

committed prior to the finding of this indictment, and fis fellows:

That on or about the 5th day of June, 1966, at i»<J in the County of

Los Angeles, State of California, the said defendant,

SIRHAN B1SHARA SIRHAN \

did wiMully, unJawfuUy and feloniously commit an assault with a deadly weapon, upon

William Weisel, a huinaji being, with the intent then and there willfuUy, unlaw-

fully, feloniously, and with malice aforethought, to kill and murder the said

Weisel.
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COUNT V

For a further and separate cause ol action, being a different cifense of tie same das* of crime*

and offenses *s the charges *et forth ia *11 the preceding counts

hereof, the taid SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

is accused by the Grand Jury ol the County ol Los Angeles, State of California, by this indictment,

of the crtoe of ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON WITH INTENT TO COMMIT

MURDER,

la Violation of Section 217 , Penal Code of California, a felony,

committed prior to the finding of this indictment, and as follows;

That on or about the 5th day of June, 1968, at and in the County of

Los Angeles, Stale ol California, the taid defendant,

SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

did willfully, unlawfully and feloniously commit an assault -with a deadly weapon upon

, - Elizabeth Evans, » human being, with the intent then and there wXiully, unlawfully,

felbniously, and with malice aforethought, to kill and murder the said

Elizabeth Evans.

"T'.'-'-- " • ' • •
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COUNT VI

For a further and separate cause of Action, being a different of/ease of t i t same das* of crimes

And offenses 65 the charges cet forth in all the preceding counts

hereof, the Mid SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

is accused by the Grand Jury of the County of Los Angeles, Stale of California, by this indictment,

of the crime of ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON \flTH INTENT TO COMMIT

MURDER*

in Violation of Section 217 t penal Code of California, a felony,

committed prior to the finding of this Indictment, and as follows:

That ©a or about the 5th day of June* 1968, , t and in the County of

Los Angeles, State of California, the said defendant,

. SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN

did willfully, unlawfully and feloniously commit an assault with a deadly weapon upon

Ira Goldstein, a human being, with the intent then and there willfully, unlawfully,

feloniously, and with mal ice aforethought, to kill and murder the said

Ira Goldstein.
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Date

6/8/68

SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN was arraigned In Department
100 of Los Angeles County Superior Court, before Los Angeles
County Superior Court Judge ARTHUR L. ALARCON, in proceedings
which commenced 5:48 p.m., June 7, 1968. The proceedings were
held in the Chapel Facility of the new Los Angeles County Jail,
441 Bauchet Street, Los Angeles, California. Judge ALARCON
announced that the reasons for holding the proceedings in that
facility were two-fold:

1. Because of the defendant's physical condition.

2. To Insure appropriate security.

i The indictment against SIRHAN was read by Deputy
District Attorney JOHN E. HOWARD, Los Angeles County District
Attorney's Office. SIRHAN was represented by WILBUR L.
LITTLEPIELD, Chief Trial Deputy for the Los Angeles County
Public Defender's Office. Also present In court at the
specific request of Judge ALARCON, was A. L. WIRIN, a
representative, of the American Civil Liberties Union. WIRIN
conferred with SIRHAN prior to arraignment at the request of
SIRHAN.

Defender LITTLEFIELD requested the Judge to order an
examination of SIRHAN by two psychiatrists, which was approved
by the court. This psychiatric examination was for the benefit
of the defense only, and the court ordered that the examining
doctors not divulge the results of their findings to anyone
other than the defense. At the request of the defense counsel,
Judge ALARCOW fixed date of June 28, 1968, at 9:00 a.m., for
plea and further proceedings.

The defendant was observed being brought into
the Chapel Facility in a wheel chair. It was also
observed that the defendant left the Chapel Facility in
a wheel chair.

On
6A/68
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Date
6/B/68

Following the arraignment of-SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN
in Department 100, of the Superior Court of the County of
Los Angeles, presided over t>y Judge ARTHUR L. ALARCON, the
Judge issued instructions regarding publicity in connection
with this prosecution as follows:

On
6/7/68 Los Angeles, California * Los Angeles 56-155

** File # ..

Date dictated
6/7/68

Tbia document contains neilber recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It it the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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MO. A 233422

(HiDER RE

The Gr«;j>5 Jury having rctui-wed rri incliotincnt ir- thii-

mStt'or- on this tote, Jvms 7, 1$5^ this Court now hs*;

over &3.3. pjfocf.r;cUn^s iri thle cane for th& f i r s t t ins . 5J)f.refcis;>
the Court ie now in a legal position to tnslx certain orric-re i-erpsct--

inj th'if. rriatterr. '

Ufldor ow Constitution, each defendant ic entit led to the

due proses* of the IRI; KIKI to a fa i r t r i a l . W)5.fc Coiirt has an

affirmative cSufcy tt> Co everything pt>sr.ib]o witliJn i t s Constit-ut?.cn::3

powars nnd Jiu-*lorti.ction to wak& certain thr.t eneli ttcfen^ant <\oso

rcpRJ f

I» oyf.iT to fnf.PilJ. thr.t C

ihvt t-};e £i*.fc-Jitfs.M« c'osc ysiot'jvc- Ft f r i r

r>bvi(ju.> py'jlie i n t ' - r s s t in thir. uati-Ri- t5)

nev.c titiJia jv.il^Sfc.ityj oncl i t furl-orr r.pr'-

d!AFJ5cr,!i»!,-.tion b;1 j'.r>;- r.i-'iiv tl1 pti '^ic c c . r
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court st-tV-t-iienta relating to this case nay lnturferi: vslth the Con-

utitutionil richt of the defendant to a fair trial and disrupt the

proper etoS.nl3tration of Justice, the Court, on its ovm notion, will

no;j issue the following orders, a violation of which will -result in

EKifi action to punish for contecpt any offender viithin th2 Juris-

diction of this Court.

It is the order of this court that no party to this actio-

nor any attorney connscted with this case as defense counsel or as

proa?cutor, nor any other attorney, nor any Judicial officer or

employee, nor eny public official, including but not United to any

chitf of police, nor any sheriff, nor any asent, deputy, or

of ar.y such persons nor any grand Juror, nor any witness

appeared before the Grand Jury in this natter, nor any person sub-

poer.j.cd to testify at tha trial of this ratter, shall releace or

cuthorisa the release for public fiissenlristion of any purported

extrcJudicial statement of tha d£fcnd?,nt relating to this case, nor

shall any cuch persons release or exithorlKS the release of &ny flocu-

r.snts, exhibits, or any evidence^ Vh'i atoi&slbility of vhich ray

have to b-2 datei-iiinsd by the Court, l̂ or Bh?.ll any such psrion KS!:C

any s-t?.te:--.ent for public CS.SDsr.iirs'cion as to ths existence or poo-

Eibl-s cxistenca of any doct.u".:SRtj exhibit, or any other evidence, th'

f.d*:.itf;ibility of v?hich j.;2y havs to fcs fietcr-ninsd by the Court. >!or

shall e.ny Guch persons express outside of court en opinion or cii!:e

any c-oir̂ snt for public ai&n&niratAon BS to ths Msisht, value, or

effect of c.ny evidence as tsnciiî  to establish guilt or innocence,

I'm- r>riZi\l cny sveh persons i.ir.*:e ajiy Etatcr.̂ nt outside of court es t-c

thc~r:^t«rs, £.U5-.i?.ri0e, or effect o? any fcortimony that hao \>2°.n z'~- '•

V,ov -shall snj auth F:rr.o;i5 lecr.a eny statf~3nt ac to tha idsntity t=."

the r.ntv̂ -=, tourc-Sj or effaot oT z.r/ puĵ ort'.-iS evit'icnas allor.id t=

-353-
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any na t t e r wifch any attornsy of

natter. V.ov shti31 eny such person or an;' uitneus, whether or rot

undar- Eubpcsnu, r.:a!cc any statement as to tho content, nature, cub-

ntavica, Oi- effect of any tc^fclnony which csy be glv^n in eny pro-

tlns related, to this te t ter , except th^t & -wltnass nay Clncucs

ord or- c«;ent thereof,

orfiar does not include any of the follovsin-:

1. Factual statements of the accused person's naffs,

resiCerica, occupation^ cr:a family statu3.

2. ^he circviistances of the arrast, nacssly, the tice

e,nd p5.&c2 or the arrest, tine identity of the arresting and

invest'sating officers and &senoies, and the length of

investigation. ,

3. '̂ht* nature, Eubstr.r.ee, f,n3 test or ths charts,

IncluCiis a brier description of the offen^as charged.

k. Quotations fro;a, or ar.y reference vrithout coa-

ir;2nt tOj public racor-cls o" the Court in ths case, or'

to o'ebar puhlic rccor&s or cor^ittnicstions herotoforo

tliBter.irivecl to t?:e pxiblic,

5- 5'hs schsdullns and result of any st?-S- of the

;fiuUc-'.al pj-ococclir^ hslfl in opan court in en opsn or

public session.

6. A rcQusst for assistance in obtaining evidenca.

7. Any Infon-jition as to &ny person not. in custody

lvho i s sovi£j]t as a possible Buspact or v.'itniss, nor eny

Etstt-jiurit Eir.^3 at v.irnJ.n^ thD public of any possible

dan^r as to such person not in custody.

8. -A ronusst for Qasj.stsncc* in'tha oStalnln^ of

evit'Qr.ss or tha n?x."-s of pas-siblt vitrssr.t.ss.

I-Uvttisr, this PV'CT is r.at J.:it;-r.;:-.d t? pr-5«lut!a f.iv

frc;.i rtiss-JO5ir^ P.rsy jv-ttoi1' 5?) co:i-r??i'.c>n i;iV?i ths cnr.c v;l

any or ths iv^ys rsjr^^siitiyc; th; dnfcridsnv or Ihs Pecols, tc

er:y icpi-5r.fii:tativ; of such :it1;9.rj-;:;*a.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/7/68

ANDREW WEST, News Director, KRKD Radio Station,
1050 Montecito Drive, Los Angeles, California, was interviewed
at hie place of employment relative to hie knowledge of the
shooting of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY.

Prior to interviewing ANDREW WEST relative to the
shooting of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY, he advised that hie
true name is GEORGE WILLIAM WEST, and he stated that he uses
the names ANDREW WEST or ANDY WEST as professional names in

resides ^^^^^BK/KKK/BMtBBKBtB^K^MBmBm^KBBKBmBS/^^^m
'Hollywood >. Calif ornJ^Tand he stated hie landladv'stelephonenumber is ANDREW WEST stated that the telephone
numbers,at nis place of employment are 225-4115 and 225-7951.

ANDREW WEST stated that on the evening of June 4, I9SS,
he was in the Embassy Room of the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
California. ANDREW 17EST stated that after 9:15 p.m. on June 4,
1958, most of his time wae spent next to the podium of the
Embassy Room at the Ambassador Hotel, where Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY was ,to make a speech. ANDREW WEST stated that he was
on the stage'until Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY arrived, made his
speech, andP left'the stage. ANDREW WEST stated that excerpts
from Senator ROBERT F, KENNEDY'S speech were tape recorded by
him. ANDREW WEST stated that before Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY'S
speech he tape recorded sowe coraments of California Speaker of
the fls**i\Ly JESSE UNRUH, and alEo aeked Speaker of the AssembV JESSE
UNRUH a couple of questions. ANDREI? WEST stated that he then
excerpted comments from Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY'S speech and
at the end of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY'S speech asked him a
question. ANDRE!'? WEST stated that following the question, Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY and his wife, ETHEL K3NNEDY, immediately left
the stage and went to the area behind the stage. ANDREI1? WEST
stated that this was approximately 12:00 midnight to approximately
12:30 a.m. on June 5, 1956. ANDREW WEST stated that after he had
aslced Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY a question he turned- off his tape
recorder.

fete
6/S/68 Los Angeles, California L^e Angeles 56-155
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ANDREW WEST stated that after Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY and his wife, ETHEL KENNEDY, left the stage, he
followed them to ask additional questions, but Senator ROBERT
P. KENNEDY was out of his sight for a short time after he left
the stage* ANDREW WEST stated that after Senator ROBERT P.
KENNEDY left the stage, he proceeded to a small anteroom and
hallway behind'the stage of the Embassy Room at the Ambassador
Hotel, and at this time he was trotting to catch up with
Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY. ANDREW WEST stated that as he
reached the hallway behind the stage and turned right, he
saw Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY, his wife ETHEL KENNEDY, and a
number of campaign supporters and news media people immediately
in front of him. ANDREW "WEST stated that he started through
the group of people in the direction of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY.
ANDREW WEST stated as he approached Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY he
heard noises which sounded like gun shots, and at that time he
instinctively turned on his tape recorder. ANDREW WEST stated
that at the time he did not know, for a fact, that the sounds
were gun .shots, because people had been exploding balloons, and
the sounds were similar. However, on this occasion he did
notice ihat the sounds he had heard did not sound the same as
the balloons he had previously heard exploding. ANDREW WEST
stated he also believes he heard a woman scream at this time.
ANDREW WEST stated that at this time he was approximately four
or five feet away from Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY and was directly
in front of him with a number of people between himself and Senator
ROBERT P. KENNEDY. ANDREW WEST stated he then heard a woman
scream, "KENNEDY has been shot", or "The Senator has been shot",
or words to that effect, and he then saw a man. lying on the
floor, ANDREW WEST stated he was very close to this man, and as
he looked over him, he saw that it was not Senator ROBERT P» KENNEDY,
but the man did look f ami liar. ANDREW WEST stated that he then
noticed a second man lying on the floor a short distance away,
and he went to the area of the second man who was lying on the
floor and saw it was Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY, and he observed
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blood oozing from the back of his head, ANDREW WEST Etated
that after he saw it was Senator ROBERT F, KENNEDY on the
floor, he immediately realized that someone was in the area
with a gun, and he started looking for hiia. ANDREW WEST
stated that he then noticed two men grappling with a third
man within approximately six or eight feet of where Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY was lying on the floor. ANDREW WEST stated
that he had seen these men grappling almost immediately after
he had first identified Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY as one of the
two men lying wounded on the floor, ANDREW WEST stated that in
connection ̂wi.th his observation of the men grappling, he saw a
hand with a pistol in it, and he saw another hand, which was
wrapped around the hand holding the pistol. ANDREW WEST stated
that he then went in the direction of the pistol and he saw
ROOSEVELT GRXER holding a man, and he then noticed that the
gun was pointing at him. ANDREW WEST stated that he then pulled
away and also told people in the general area to get away from
the gun. ANDREW WEST stated that at about the same time he
recognized a person he believed to be RAPER JOHNSON holding on
to the hand holding the gun. ANDREW WEST stated that he then saw
that the pistol had been taken away froii the man holding it, and
when he saw that the gun was broken away from the hand holding
it, he turned his direction elsewhere and left the room. ANDREW
WEST stated that at that time he was satisfied that help was on
its way for Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY and that the assailant had
been arrested. ANDREW WEST stated that he was unable to describe
the assailant or furnish any descriptive data relative to him.
ANDREW WEST stated that the reason he was unable to describe the
assailant was because he had concentrated his entire attention
on the pistol and the activity relative to taking the pistol
.away from whomever was holding it. ANDREW V'EST stated that he
noticed only one man, although he had looked for additional
people who could be with the assailant, and he had only eeen this
one man holding the pistol.
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ANDREW WEST stated that he had seen SIRHAN SIRHAN1s
photograph in the newspapers, and he was una'ble to identify the
individual in the photographs aa the individual he had seen
with the gun on June 5» 1968. ANDREW WEST was shown a Los
Angeles Police Department photograph of SIRHAN SIRHAN, Los
Angeles Police1 Department 3ooking Number ij.95139, and he stated
he was unable to identify the individual in the photograph aa
the individual he had seen with the gun on June $, 1968. ANDREW
WEST stated, however, that he could not say that SIRHAN SIRHAN
was not the assailant, and the only reason he did not talre a
closer look at the individual was because he had concentrated
his attention on the pistol.
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Date •/7/6S

Mont
AHDREV7 WEST, News Director, Radio Station KBKD, X050

ties. California. r,ade available to
I Narcotics Detail,

_eles Police Department, Log
Angeles, California, the original tape recording tiade by
AKBREW YIEST on the evening of June 4, 1956, and early morning
of June 5, 19'5B. ANDREYJ WEST ciarked both the tape recording
and the tape spool with narlcs eo that he would be able to
identify then in the future.

ANDREW WEST indicated that the tape recording con-
tained a-number of questions he had asked JESSE UNflUH, California
Speaker of t̂ B'A»ae«ably, on the evening of June *•, IS56, and al£o
contained excerpts fro^ Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY'S speech on
the evening of June ~, 1$3S, and a question he had asked Senator
ROBERT P. KENNEDY following his speech. ANDREW WEST stated that
immediately following a question he had asUed Senator ROBERT P.
ICEIIlfEDY, the tape recorcling contained voices and sounds relative
to the shooting of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY in the early Eorning
hours of June 5,<1958.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date June 7. 1968,

KRKD Radio Station,
1050 Monteclto Drive, Los Angeles, California, made available
a copy of a tape recording made toy ANDREW WEST, News Director,
KRKD Radio Station, in the early morning of June 5, 1968, at
the Ambassador Hotel LOB Angeles, California, which contained
the following information:

KENNEDY: "Mayor YORTY has Just sent me a message that we have
been here too long already. (Screaming) So, my
thanks to all of you and now onto Chicago and let's
win there. (Screaming and yelling, We Want BOBBY
over and over again).

REPORTER: "Senator, how are you going to counter Mr. HUMPHREY
and his backgrounding you as far as the delegates
votes go?

KENNEDY: '"it just goes that you have to struggle for It.

REPORTER: "Senator KENNEDY has been shotJ Senator KENNEDY has
been shot, is that possible? Is that possible.1 Is
it possible, ladies and gentlemen...it is possible
he has...not only Senator KENNEDY, oh my God,

> Senator KENNEDY has been shot and another man, a
KENNEDY campaign manager and possibly shot in the
head. I am right herc.RAFER JOHNSON has a hold
of the man who apparently has fired the shot, he
has fired the shot.,.he still has the gun...the
gun is pointed at me right at this momentI I
hope they can get the gun out of hiB hand. Be
Very careful...get the gun...get the gun, get the
gun, stay away from the gun, (person in background
says get the gun)...stay away from the gun (people
are yelling..loud)...his hand is frozen, get his
thumb, get his thumb, get his thumb. (Man cried

Ail out get his head). Take a hold of his thumb and
n break it if you have to...get hiB thumb (yelling

in background). Get away from the barrel, get
away from the barrel, man. (People cried out watch

-at Angeles, California »Los Angeles 56-l*>6

-Date dictated 6 / f / 68
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the gun, -watch the gun). Look out for the gun,
okay. All right that's it RAFER get it, get the
gun RAFER (yelling loud get the gun). Okay, now
hold on to the guy, hold on to him, hold on to
him. Ladies and gentlemen they have the gun away
from the man, they got the gun...I can't see the
man, I can't see who it is. Senator KENNEDY,
right now is on the ground, he has been shot.
This is a...this is... What is he? Wait a
minute, hold him, hold him, hold him. We don't
want another OSWALD, hold him RAFER. We don't
want another OSWALD. (You can hear police whistles
in the background). Hold him RAFER keep people

..- away from him, keep people away from him. All
right ladies and gentlemen this is now... Make
room, make room, make room, make room, make room.
The Senator is on the ground he is bleeding
profusely, from apparently...clear back. Apparently
the Senator has been shot...from the, in the
frontal area we can't see exactly where the, where the
Senator has been shot; but, push back...come on...
grab a, hold of me, grab a hold of me and let's
'pull back, thats it come on get a hold of my arms

" and let's pull back, letfe pull back. All right
the Senator is now the...the ambulance has been
called for and the... ambulance has... Bring
the ambulance in this entrance. This is a terrible
thing, its reminiscent of the Valley the other
day when the Senator was out there and somebody
hit him in the head with a rock and people couldn't
believe it at that time. But it is a fact. Keep
room, ETHEL KENNEDY is standing by, she is calm,
she is raising her hand high to motion people
back she's attempting to get calm. A woman with
a tremendous amount of presence, a tremendous
amount of presence it's impossible to believe.
It's impossible to believe this. There is a certain
amount of fanaticism here now, as this has occurred.
They are trying to run everybody back. Clear the
area, clear the area. Right at this moment...
the Senator apparently, we can't see if he's still
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conscious or not. Can you see if he Is conscious?
Can you Bee if he is conscious? (someone answered,
I know he is half conscious). He Is half conscious,
and ladles, we can't see ladles and gentlemen,
(yelling) One of the men, a KENNEDY, apparently
a KENNEDY supporter is going first...come on, come
on, out, out, out... Is there some way to close
these doors JESS? (No). Is there any doors here?
(No}, '(yelling people saying out, out, out, get
out). Out, out through the exit, lets go. Out
we go,..unbelievable situation. They're clearing
the halls, one man has blood on himself. We're
walking down the corridors here. Repetition in
my speech, I have no alterative. The shock is so
great...my mouth is dry. I can only say that here
rln the kitchen of the Ambassador Hotel, the back
entrance; from the podium in the press room the
Senator walked out the back, I was directly behind
him. You heard a balloon go off, and a shot, you
didn't really realize that the shot was a shot
and yet a scream went up, two men were on the
ground both bleeding profusely. One of them was
/-Senator ROBERT KENNEDY. At this moment we are
stunned, we are shaking, as is everyone else, in
this kitchen corridor at the Ambassador Hotel,
in Los Angeles. Shey are blocking off the entrance
now...supposedly to make room for the ambulance.
TSnatfe all we can report at this moment. I do not
know if the Senator Is dead or If he is alive.
We do not know the name of the other gentlemen
concerned. Ihis is ANDREW WEST Mutual News, Los
Angeles."
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Date
6/8/68

On June 7» i960, the following; signed statement
was made by KARL UECKER, na^^^^^^assa6oY Ho1

ties. California, to SAs^|^^^^^^H|HI and

"I, Karl Ueckfir^nakethefollow

ho have identlTledthemselves to me as
Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation.

xrL presently reside at ___
Los Angeles, California/"and am employed

by the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California,
.as Assistant Maltre D(.

i "On the evening, of June *i, 1968, I was
assigned to assist Senator Robert F. Kennedy.
I attended him during the course of his victory
speech in the Embassy Room of the Ambassador
Hotel. After the speech, I took his hand and led
him through, the passage way behind the stage,
leading to the kitchen.

"Pass the kitchen doorway, Kennedy stopped
to shake hands" with tv*o of the kitchen help. While
Kennedy was still observing the last individual
he shook hands with, I took his hanc to lead him
along. As I took his hand to lead him along,
somebody reached around me and before I knew what
happened two shots were fired and the Senator fell
to the ground. I immediately grabbed the gun hand
of the assailant and -pushed him onto the steam-
table. During this time he, the assailant, continued
to fire the gun. I grabbed him around the neck in
an effort to hold him down, continuing to hold down
the hand with the weapon in it. Shortly thereafter,
I recall someone behind me saying let him go. On
turning around, I observed it was the police. I"

Angeles, California .File fros Angelee 56-I56

6/7/68
.Date dictated

Thii document contain* neither recommendation* nor conclusion! of the FBI. It i* the property of the FBI and ii loaned to
your agency; it and it* content! are not to be diatribiied oulaide your agency.
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"released the assailant to the police and they
lead him away.

"The assailant is the individual who
has been subsequently identified as Sirhan
Bishara Sirhan, To ny knowledge I have never
seen this man before.

"Witnessed:
SA
SA

"Karl A. Uecker

FBI, Los Angeles
FBI, Los Angeles"
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
5/7/53

EDWARD MINASIAN, who i s employed In fcfce cater ing
department a t the Ambassador Hotel, 3^00 WHeMjjeJoi i^vaj j^
LosAngeles, California,, and who resides at flOHBHHA

flflHB Burbank, California, after having been advised or the
"Identity of the interviewing Agents, stated that he had appeared
before the Los Angeles County Grand Jury that morning and had
identified SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN aB the individual whom he saw
ehoot Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY and whom he had helped to subdue,
He thereafter furnished the following signed statement:

"Los Angeles. California
June 7* i960

ree and
_____ and

who have identified themselves
a~s"5peclal Agents of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.

"I, Edward Minas
voluntary statement t

"Treside at •9BHHHHHte u r o a nk, California,
and I an employed In the catering department at the
Ambassador Hotel, 3^00 Wllshlre Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California*' I have been BO employed for approximately
five years.

"Shortly after midnight of June 4th, 1968 Senator
Robert P. Kennedy finished making a statement to his
supporters in the Embassy Ballroom at the Ambassador
Hotel. The original plans, upon the conclusion of his
speech was to turn lef t , and go downstairs to the
Ambassador Ballroom and at the last minute plans were
changed to to take Senator Kennedy and his party to the
Colonial Room, which wae the working press room. In order
to follow through with these plans, i t was necessary
to go through the pantry adjoining the Embassy Room.

6/7/68 Los Angeles, California LOB Angeles 56-I56
•r ^ File #

Date dictated
5/7/6S

This document contain* neither recommendation* nor conclusion! of the FBI. It i* the property of tile FBI and it locoed to
your agency; it and it* content* wn not to be di»tr)biied outside your
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"I was leading the party, and was on the Senator's
right, about one step in front. After about fifteen
feet inside the pantry door, I sensed the Senator was
not as close as when we started into the pantry. I
turned to my left , and observed the Senator shaking
hands with hotel employees on his lef t . My partner,
Karl Uecker,* was on the Senator's left , and about
one or two steps in front of him. While the Senator
was shaking hands I saw out of the right corner of ray
eyes someone darted behind my partner, and reached
around him, with a gun In his right hand. Before I
could react, he fired two shots. My partner grabbed
the' gunman in a headlock, and I grabbed him around the
waists and forced him up against a steam table. We
could' not control his gun hand until after he fired
a number of shots in rapid succession. A number of
the Senator's party helped us to subdue the man and take
the gun away. I saw Rafer Johnson put the gun in hie
pocket.

^"At this point I ran to the room-service telephone
and called for an ambulance and the police. As I ran
to the phone, I noticed the Senator lying on the floor
with his head In a pool of blood and his eyes shut.
One of the bus-boys, Juan Romero, kneeling down by
the Senator. When I returned from the phone, approxi-
mately one minute later , I noticed that the Senator^
eyes were open, and that there were many more people
In the immediate area. I returned to where the gun-
man was being held down, and remained there until
the Los Angeles Police arrived to take custody of
the gunman. While there, I heard Rafer Johnson ask
the man repeatedly, 'Why did you do i t , why did you
do i t ? 1 The man looked at me and said, 'Let me
explain, I can explain." At this point someone
told him to shut up. Within approximately ten
minutes the police arrived and took custody of
the man. "Decker and I escorted the police to the
Wilshire entrance, and then returned to the pantry,
and by the time we got there the Senator and others
who had been ehot had been taken away by ambulance.
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"The only other individual who I saw shot was
the man frota the United Auto Workers, whose name I
cannot recall,

"I have read the above statement consisting of
this and three other pages, and to the beet of my
knowledge it is true and correct.

"/s/ Edward Minasian

'Vitnes
Special Agent, P.B.I. Los
pecial Agent P.B.I. Los
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 6/7/68

Mr. BORIS YARD, • H H H H H H H B phone\_
was telephonlcally contacte<TathTsresi4enceior the purpose of
arranging an interview to determine how his business card came
into possession of the police in connection with a search of
the residence of suspect, SIRHAN SIRHAN. Mr. YARO advised that
he is a staff writer and photographer for the Los Angeles Times
and was about to depart for Las Vegas, but volunteered to come to
the Los Angeles.Office of the FBI to furnish any information
desired. Upon arrival he offered as a matter of expediency to
type up a rough resume of his activities in connection with
the ROBERT F. KENNEDY assassination and wrote as follows
regarding the evening of June H, 1966:

Ad-

"Boris Yaro, Los Angeles Times
7:23 p.m.—

6/7/68

"I arrived at the Ambassador Hotel shortly after
11 p.m. I was with two members of Alpha Epsilon Pi
fraternity at USC—they were Marc Dubin and David Druker.—I
had been watching the primary on television at the fraternity
and had decided to to the Kennedy headquarters when it
became apparent thaT the Senator was going to win the
Calff. Primary. I wanted to shoot some pictures of the
Senator for my own personal reasons. I am A Democrat and
had voted for the senator.

"When the three of us arrived I quickly determined
that the Press had a better vantage point and I told the
boys that I would meet them outside the press room after
the Senator had made his victory speech. I went inside
and talked with Timee photographer Steve Fontanini and
reporter Paul Houston.—I saw some people going through
the kitchen door from the Press Room as if something was
going on, and I checked and observed the Senator coming out
from the ballroom. I went back and told Steve Fontanini
if he wanted a picture of Kennedy he had better hurry—we
both went into the kitchen corridor area and were too

On 6/7/68 ,t Los Angeles, California p^, # Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated 6/7/63
Thi» document contain* neither recommendation! DOT conclusion* of the FBI. H it the property of the FBI and i* loaned to
your &g«ncy; it and iti coaled* are not to be distxibiiedjortjide your agency.
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"late to get a picture. I never saw Fontanini at the
ambassador again that night.--I went into the main
ballroom and worked as close to the front of the podium
as possible..I made eight to ten pictures—which satisfied
me —then went back into the kitchen area in hopes of
getting a closeup as Kennedy left.—while there I talked
with Richard Drew, a friend of mine who is a staff
photographer with the Pasadena Indenpendent-Star News.—
When Kennedy came back I aimed my camera but he was
moving so quickly that I missed him.

"Drew made the comment 'Hey Boris, you missed him.1

So Irran to catch up with the senator when he stopped at
the corridor junction to shake hands with some people.
I was about three feet behind and to the right of him
and was trying to find his head in my camera view finder
when I heard what I thought were two (2) explosions.
My first thought was 'some jerk has thrown some fire
crackers in here.'

of a sudden the two or three people that had
been blocking my view of the Senator disappeared leaving
me with a full view of what was happening.

"The senator and the assailant were little more than
silhouettes but the senator was backing up and putting
both of his hands and arms in front of him in what would
be best described as a protective effort. The suspect
appeared to be lunging at the senator, I don't know which
hand the gun was in--I didn't realize it was a gun until
he started firing again—this time I could see the flashes
from the short barreled muzzled^—I heard no sounds from
either man. I felt powder from the weapon strike my face—
I knew it was a gun then. I thought I had heard three
shots, in retrospect I know it is morej, however.

"All of a sudden the firing stopped and some men jumped
the suspect and there were cries of get him, get the gun,—
much shouting.

"I must have moved closer to the suspect when all of a
sudden he was being flattened on the freezer table by two
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"caucasions—I saw the suspects hand reach toward the
weapon and I grabbed the gun and had it almost immediately
yanked out of my hand by one of the men holding the
suspects left hand.—I looked to see who it was—The
man was a caucasion—6 feet or taller, with sandy hair,
green business suit and I think a white shirt and tie.—
My attention then shifted to the Senator—who was slumping
to the floor—blood on his face—I began to take pictures
I shot 5 pictures—but was interrupted by a panic stricken
woman who kept telling me 'don't take pictures.1 I remarked
to her 'Lady, this is history.' however she kept pulling
on my arm (my right arm—So I shoved her into the wall
and kept shooting__ more —

"As I watched the senator through my viewfinder I saw
that.he was badly hurt. I saw a large amount of blood
drain from his right ear.—At this point I ran back to
the press room in an attempt to notify our paper which
was rapidly approaching a deadline.

"None of the phones that I tried in the press room
would >iork so I ran into the main hallway and found David
Druker, ojafe of the two boys I had brought with me, still
outside.—I told him that Kennedy had been shot, to find
Marc and lets get the film down to the Times.

"He came with me until I found a telephone, a pay booth
behind some folding mirrors in the Cranston headquarters.—
I told him I would wait there until he brought marc dubin
back..-

"They appeared about two minutes later and we ran out
the back entrance to the hotel—to where 1 had parked the
car which was on Eighth St. right across from the driveway
to the hotel's parking lot.

"As we were running out of the parking lot closest
to the hotel a LAPD sgt arrived with red lights on.—I
waved at him to stop and told him Senator Kennedy had
been shot—Then continued my run to the car--I shouted at
the parking lot attendent to keep 'the driveway open for
an ambulance.'—

"I ran every red light, stopping first I must add,
on my way downtown to The Times.—
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"I have seen photographs of the suspect held in the
shooting of Senator Kennedy and can definitely identify
him as the person who was shooting the Senator in the
Ambassador Hotel early in the morning of June 5* 19&8.

"To my* knowledge I have never seen this man before
hearing the explosions of the pistol shots and have had
no contact, whatever, "with him.

"RE: Yaro business card in possession of LAPD.

"On Wednesday Morning, June 5^ James Wiggins, editor
of the San Gabriel Section said that our city desk
requested that I go to an address on Howard Street in
Pasadena. This was alleged to be the suspect's home.
I came from our Temple City office, which is east of
Pasadena and consequently was driving on Howard St.
eastbound when I observed Richard Drew and Robert Leedom
in front of a white house which was not the address I had
been,vgiven-l I also observed an unmarked police car and
surmised that this is the correct address, I got out __
my car and talked with Drew an<3 Leedom—there were two
LAPD officers (detectives in plain clothes. I know this
because I asked if they were LAPD or FBI and they answered
they were lapd.

"No onw was in the house because I could hear the phone
ringing and no one answering it.—The cops didn't try to
stop either Drew or myself from wandering around. I walked
into the back yard and saw a box of trash. I started going
through it to see if there was anything I could find that
would give us a hint of who the suspect was and where
he was from. I lifted a couple of pieces of newspaper
and discovered a spent .22-caliber slug. I told Dick
Drew to 'quick, go get the cops.' He did and detective
Edward Willis came back.—I showed him the slug--he looked
at it, but did not attempt to pick it up. --a few minutes
later he asked for my name—I gave it to him, then I gave
him one of my business cards—He asked for my home phone
and address which he subsequently, and in my presence,
wrote on the bacl: of my card, which he kept. I assume this
is how Los Angeles Police came to have my "business card
in their possession."
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DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA"Wl

6A/68

VINCENT THOMAS DI PIERRO, _ _ ~ ^ _ _ _ ^ -
Los Angeles, California, an employee of the .Ambassador Hotel,
3400 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, furnished the following
signed statement;

"Los Angeles
June 7, 1

Calif.

"I, Vii
residing at
Calif, home/phone numbei
voluntary statement to r

identified himself to me 5s a
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
advised me that I may be required to
Federal Court regarding this statement.

2/5A9, and
Loe Angeles

furnished the following
has

Special Agent of the

'in

."I am employed as a waiter at the Ambassador
Hotel and although I was not working in that
capacity at the hotel on June 5 1965, I was present
at the hotel to observe Senator Robert Kennedy's
victory speech. I arrived at the Ambassador Hotel
after leaving my home at appro*. 11:35 pm and went
to the.'- Ambassador Room which is below the Embassy
Roomy I then left the Ambassador Room and went upstairs
to the kitchen via back stairs to avoid hotel security
guards. I arrived in the kitchen and then went to
the pantry area. My reason for doing this was to
shake hands with Senator Kennedy. Shortly after
this Senator Kennedy entered this room and then exited
to the Embassy Room. As he vent out the door to the
Embassy Room Senator Kennedy shook hands with me and
then went out into the Embassy Room. As I entered in
this small room I was challenged by a hotel security
guard but Martin Patrusky, a hotel employee, told him
I worked for the hotel.
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"I remained by the door leading to the BabasBy
Room and shortly thereafter, Eddie Manasian, another
hotel employee, told me that Senator Kennedy was
finished his speech and that he was going to the
Colonial Room for a preBs conference and that I was to
make an eisle for him. Senator Kennedy, after hifl
speech, Then left the stage in the Outassy Room and
went through a door at the rear of the stage. He
then turned to his right, walked down a ramp and was
then in the same room as I was. As Senator Kennedy
walked through this room I began walking next
(appro*. 3 feet) to him. Senator Kennedy welked through
the swinging door on the left side and I went through
the swinging door on the right side. At this time we
were both (Senator Kennedy and I) in the kitchen.

"There were appro*• 1̂ 0-50 people were in this
.pantry room including hotel employees and spectators.
I was walking next to Senator Kennedy while in the
pantry area and at that time another unknown individual
walked between myself and Senator Kennedy. At that
time I was then walking appro*. 5 feet away and
slightly behind Senator Kennedy.

, "I was stopped at the ice machine when Senator
Kennedy stopped, shook hands with Martin Patrusky,
turned and shook my hand as I was standing on the
Senator's right, then turned to his left and went to
shake hands with a busboy. Senator Kennedy then
moved to his right and toward the heating cabinets to
shake hands with a hotel cook and a female Caucasian
standing next to the cook. At this time I stopped to
observe Senator Kennedy as did the others in the room.

""Prior to this occurrence and the time that Senator
Kennedy shook ray hand I observed a white male and a
white female standing on a tray holder at the opposite
end of the ice machine which is approx. 12 - 1$ feet
away. This white male turned toward the white female

S3
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"and appeared to converse with her very "briefly. He
then dismounted from the tray holder we»t into the
crowd and I did not observe him until shortly
thereafter when I then saw him standing at the heating
cabinet behind Mr, ICarl "Decker, another hotel employee,
I did not see this white female again after this time.

"As Senator Kennedy shook the hand of the hotel
cook he then turned to his right in the direction of
the heating cabinet and at that time I saw the
white male who was previously standing on the tray
holder now standing behind Kr, Uecker at the heating
cabinet. I saw this individual reach his right
arm around Kr. "Decker and in his hand he had a
revolver which was pointed directly at Senator
.Kennedy's head. The revolver was about 3 - 5 feet
from Senator Kennedy*s head. This individual then
sho* Senator Kennedy in the head. Senator Kennedy
at this time threvr his hands and arms up, reeled
backwards and fell to the floor. During this period
of time and after the first shot vas fired I heard
3 more rapidly fired shots.

., "At,this time the individual standing next
to^e on my left fell into my arms and I saw that he
had been shot in the forehead. 1 eased this person
to the floor, then went to the aid of Senator
Kennedy who was on the floor and being helped by
the bus boy. Senator Kennedy was dazed and said
"Is everybody allright?" Senator Kennedy said
"I'm allright" then mumbled something else.

"I then observed the individual who shot
Senator Kennedy being subdued by Kafer Johnson,
Karl. Ueclrer and Roosevelt Grier. I saw someone
hand Senator Kennedy a rosary and was then asked
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"to leave by Mr. TFnruh who is a State Senator.

"The same white male that I saw standing on
the tray holder is the same person who stood behind
Mr. TTecker and shot Senator Kennedy and was later
taken away by Los Angeles Police Officers after
being captured by Kr, Johnson, Mr. Grier and Mr*
TJecicer.

"I have read the foregoing statement,
consisting of this page and four {{4.) additional
pages and it is true and correct to the best of
my knowledge.

"Vincent Di Pierro

JLWitnesse

AngexeB,

SA, FBI, Los Angeles,

Special Agent, FBI, Los

In addition to the above signed statement, DI PIERRO
furnished, the following information:

> He'stated that both of the individuals described
in the signed statement, who were standing on the tray holder,
one of whom was the gunman who shot Senator KENNEDY, were not
seen by him in the hotel at any time prior to the above
described incident. He stated the gunman was dressed in
what appeared to be a powder blue sport coat and white shirt
and wearing what appeared to be blue pants with a small white
check in them. He stated that the white female standing on the
tray holder with the gunman would be described as follows:
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White, female, 5'^" - 5'6"t 21 to 25 yc-ars of age,
dark brown hair, shapely figure wearing a white dresB,
described as form -fitting, with a scoop neck and ruffled
collar, and the dress appeared to have black or dark violet
polka dots. He stated thst he thought he might recognize
her- again if he saw her, but did not have the opportunity
to observe her after the shooting occurred.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/T/6S

JUAN ANTONIO R0M2RO,
Los Angelas, California^ was interviewed a t ths Ambassal
Hotel, Los Angeles, where he i s smployed as a busboy.

Hs furniehad the following information, including
the signed statement se t out below:

"Los Angeles, California
June 6, 1968

f t h e" I , JUAN ANTONIO ROMERO, hsi
Luntary s t a t emen t t o '

and aHHBflHBBSflfllB' whD h a v e id an til
to meWnsps^a^Agante of the Federal Bureau of

.Investigation. I havs been advised that I could ba
required to tes t i fy in court regarding this matter

*'I -was born June 2ky 1950, at Masatan, Mexico
I antared the United States approximately 1962. I
reside with my st3pfathsr,^2TJiVIAN0 ROMERO, and my
mother, ANTONIA ROMERO, 81
Los Angeles,. California.
Roosevelt High School, Los Angeles> California
I em^emplBysd as a room sarvice busboy at tha
Ambassador Hotel end have been so employed for
approximately 2£ yaars

"On June k, 1963, I arrived at the hotel
at approximately 3:30 P « snd was assigned to
room service as a busboy I assisted the waiters
with the deliveries to the various rooms These
duties took me to tha kitchen on several occasions
There were eight or ten waiters assigned to room
service and two busboys including myself Because
thsre were so many waiters assigned I had freedom
to move around.

"At approximately midnight I was in the Embassy
Room with JOSS CARDSNAS and NICOLAS VALSNZUSLA. I

6/6/6B
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"observed Senator KENNEDY completing his £alk to
the people in the Embassy Room and noticed him
shaking hands with the people.

"I knew he was about to leave the Embassy
Room and that he would pass through the hallway
near the kitchen. My companions and I rushed
over to ths hallway to await Mr. KENNEDY so that
we could shalce his hand. I had shaken hands with
Senator KENNEDY on two previous occasions

"I took a position in tha hallway just in front
of the opening that leads to the kitchen There were
approximately 15 to 20 people in the hallway.

"Senator KENNEDY came through the door accompanied
by approximately five men. He seemed to recognize me
I was sailing end Senator KENNEDY was smiling He
held out hie hand and I shook: it. Senator KENNEDY
kept walking for approximately on3 or two steps

l'I continued to observe nisi and I noticed
a map who was to my left and who was eniling and
who 'SppDafad to be reaching over someone in an
effort to shake Senator KENNEDY'S hand.

"At about the same time I heard gunfire and
I noticed that this Individual was holding a gun
in his hand, which hand not recalled, and that the
gun was approximately one yard from Senator KENNEDY'S
head

"I observed Senator KENNEDY placing his bands
to bis face and he staggered bacltvjards a few steps
and Blumped to the floor.

"I immediately turned my attention completely
to Senator KENNEDY end I ignored ths gunman. I
knelt on the floor at Senator KENNEDY'S left side
and I placed my right hand behind his head and slightly
lifted his head. At this time I felt blood in my
right hand
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"I B8id, "Come on Mr KENNEDY you can make i t "
Hie l ips moved and he seemed to say, "is everybody
a l l r i g h t ? " I beard someone say. Throw that gum
away Mr-, KBNIGDY, " and I noticed he was chawing gum
I s ta r ted to reach for the gum but did not as I did
not want to put my fingers in hie mouth. His r igh t
ey2 was wide open and his 12ft eye was opening and
closing

"A white man, age not known, handed me a rosary
end said, "Keep th i s Mr. KENNEDY " This man said
something e lse which I could not understand I placed
the rosary around Senator KENNEDY'S thumb and folded
i t in hie l e f t hand He moved tha hand with the rosary
up t? his chest

t !I looked up and I noticed that several people
were taking pictures of Senator KSNNSDY with cameras
and TV cameras, I shouted for a doctor and a t a l l
white .man, approximately 30 - 35 years old, approached
Senator KENNEDY, too'c off his coat and folded i t and
placed the 'coa t under Senator KENNEDY'S head.

"I got up from tha floor and I noticed another
man vuio was on the floor and who had blood on his
forehead. This individual was very s t i l l

"At about the time I got up, Mrs KENNEDY came
rushing up and pushed me out of the way

"I went to see if the gunman was in custody
I saw a nan who was being held down on the hsating
table by at l^as t four men. I noticed that ROOSSVELT
GRI3R was one of ths man and he was holding part of
the man GRISR had the gun away from the raan at the
time I saw RAK2R JOHNSON take the gun from GRIER.
CARL, one of the bsadwaiters, was holding the man's
head and a small Japanese cool: was holding down the
man's r i g h t arm.
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"The man I observed holding the gun end shooting
Senator KENNEDY ie the same individual I l a t e r observed
being held by two Loe Angelas Police Officers BE they
were tak ing him from the h o t e l .

" I do not r e c a l l ever having seen the individual
who did th3 shooting pr ior to the shooting of Senator
KENNEDY.

"I have read t h i s statement of th i s page and
four other pages. I t is t ru3 and correct

V e / JUAN ANTONIO R0M2R0

Special Agent, JBI, Los Angelas,

SA, FBI,, Los Angeles, Cal i forn ia ,

ROMSRO s ta t ed t h a t he did not know bow many shots
were fired, 'but tha t tne r s wera more than one. Ha said
tha t thar^e" may'have been some pause between shots , but he
could riot est imate the time of the pause He did not not ice
any prolonged pause bstween any of ths shots

While ha was a s s i s t i n g Senator KENNEDY, he beard
Eoroaone say, "Get the gun, get ths gun" Eeveral t imes, and
he a lso heard people scuf f l ing He did not pay any a t t en t ion
to ths individuals who were scuff l ing as he was concentrat ing
his a t t en t i on on Senator K2NNSDY.

Ha did not no t ice ths othar individuals who were
wounded axcspt for the man who was lying on the f loor with
the blood on his forehead

Approximately two daye before the shooting occurred,
date end time not r e c a l l e d , he was working a t the ho te l when
he was approached by two white males. He r e c a l l s t h a t one
of the whits males was very s t o u t , approximately s ix feet t a l l ,
and approximately 45 years -old. He doss not r e c a l l any of
the descr ip t ion of the oth^r individual The s tou t one
tallced to him and BE lied him where he could g^t a hote l
Jaclcet s imi lar to the one t h a t ROMSR0 was wearing Ha told
ROMERO that they were pol ice o f f i c e r s , but ROMERO did not
as'.: for or eea any identification.
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ROMERO reluctantly took these Individuals down
to the supply room area, but when they arrived there, the
Bupply room wae closed.

Both of these individuals were wearing a KENNEDY
sign which was secured with a chain around their necks.

He has not e*en thaee individuals eince the above
occasion and had not evar seen them before They did not
say why they wanted the jackets

ROMERO stated that photographs of the individual
he has seen in the newspapers and on television are the same
individual be observed shooting Senator KENNEDY.
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MARTIN PATKUSKY was Interviewed at the Ambassador
Hotel, LOB Angeles., California, where he is, ec\ployed as 8
waiter.

"I, Martin Pa trtisky^furnl^h^ih^foll owing
voluntary statement to ̂ H^BHEHH^Hfe ^

. identified himself to p g
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. He has
advised me that this statement may be used as
evidence in a court of law.

W]C-

of

MI was born in the Bronx, New York on March
26, 1939 and spent most of my life in the New
York area and up-state New York with the exception
of two years that I served in the U.S. Army. In
September 1966 I left New York and came to Loa
Angeles where I secured employment as a waiter at
the Ambassador Hotel.

"I have been a waiter at the Ambassador Hotel
from that time to the present.

"I work'various hours at the Hotel Ambassador
as &; waiter depending upon the type of function
thatf is being presented.

"On June 4, 1968 I was assigned to the Embassy
Room of the Ambassador HoteJL as a waiter to serve
drinks at a political reception for Senator Robert
Kennedy. I reported for roll call at 5:00 p.m. and
during the evening served drinks in the Embassy
Room and several other rooms.

"The Embassy Room has a stage which is just
west of the kitchen area and from the rear of
t h e st aS e l s a corridor which runs east into the
kitchen area and a large serving room. At about
midnite, the night of June 4, 196S, Senator Kennedy
was brought down on a freight elevator and he

6/7/68 Angeles/California VJ\* # Los Angeles 56-156

Date dictated 6/7/68
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through the kitchen area and the serving
room to the rear of the stage of the Embassy Room
and entered the stage.

"I was in the kitchen serving area at the
time and saw him as he went to the Embassy Room
stage.

i'"l stayed in the kitchen serving area watching
the speech of Senator Kennedy on a TV monitor.

"In about I5 or 20 minutes Senator Kennedy
and a group of people came through the door from
the Embassy Room to the kitchen serving area.
Karl. Dcker,, Assistant Maitre D' Hotel had Senator
Kennedys left sleeve in his hand and Ucker was
attempting to lead Senator Kennedy through the
crowd.

"I was standing in the serving area near a
small silver table and as Senator Kennedy approached
me I said to Senator Kennedy, 'Congratulations,
Mr. Kennedy1. Senator Kennedy shook ray hand and
said 'Thank you'. Senator Kennedy then turned to
his right and shook hands with Vincent Di Pierro,
a fellow waiter. Senator Kennedy then turned to
MB left and shook hands with a chef and a bus-boy,
Juan Romero.

"After Senator Kennedy shook hands with Juan
Romero I noticed a man pushing his way toward Senator
Kennedy and Karl Ucker. I thought this man was
going to shake hands with Senator Kennedy. He
pushed himself around to the right of Ucker. This
man leaned around the left side of Uckers body and
extended his hand toward Senator Kennedy. I do not
know if this man extended his left or right hand. I
immediately heard a sound like that of a firecracker.
A second later I heard a series of sounds like fire
crackers.
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"Karl Ucker swung about and grabbed thie
individual by the neck and I then heard more
sounds like fire crackers.

"I sav; Senator Kennedy falling backwards.
I looked across the serving room and saw a man
falling back against Vincent Dl Pierro and blood
appeared on the eye glasses of Di Pierro. I also
saw a man standing next to Senator Kennedy grab
his stomach and fall backward.

iMI saw a group of men grabbing a man who was
lying face down on the steam table in the serving
room. The muzzle of a gun was extending beyond
the group and the gun was being waved around before
some one grabbed it from the man.

-./'I then saw Senator Kennedy lying on the
f\odr and a pool of blood was forming under his
head. I was then pushed back by the crowd into
the cooks eating area. I assisted Mr. Angelo, the
Maitre D1 to close off the kitchen area part with
wooden benches.

"While Senator Kennedy was speaking in the
Embassy Room I was in the serving area and at that
time there were about twenty persons in the serving
area. About half of these persone were hotel
employees and about half were outsiders. As I
have mentioned the serving room is just east of
the Embassy Room stage.

"While Senator Kennedy was speaking I noticed
a man standing on a rack full of trays in the
serving area. This tray rack has wheels and is
raised about six inches off the floor.

"This man was standing on the tray holding on
to it to maintain his position on the rack as it
was full of trays. This man was looking from the
service area through the door to the back of the
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stage where Ilennecy res epea^ilns. I got a
3006 look at this nan. He was the same man who
later approaches Senator Kennedy with outstrechec7

Iianc* a t the time I he a re the souncs lil:e fire
crackers.

"This Is also the eaae sian :::«.th whom various
persons strugglet" after Senator Xenne<?y \;as shot,

."I. v-oulc e'escribe this ia£-.n es age trenty
five et0' fcvrenty nine years. He vss five foot
four inches to five foot six inches anc reighec"
about one huncrec fc:;enty to one huncreC thir ty
pounc'E. He hac" blacl: curly hair snt sppc-arec" to
be Cuban or Latin African. He hac an olive
sh in . •.'•"

, ^ "He T.:as wearing s blue jc»c-;efc one possibly
blue or blac?: panbs. He v?eE also rearing sneakers,
I ".:oult* recognize this ;»ien if I sar him again.

"I have rsac" this statement '.;hich consists of
this page anc six other peges. i t is true anc
correct,

"S/ Martin Pa trusty

il Los AnceleE 5/7/5S
Special Agc.nt. FBI, Los

Mr. PATRUSKJ stated that the man he saw with the
gun approaching KENNEDY and after the shooting is the same
individual whose photograph he has seen in the newspaper and
television identified as SIRHAM SIRHAM.
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Mr. STANLEY KAWALEC, Security Officer, Ambassador
Hotel, 3^00 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California,
advised that he was assigned as a guard at the hotel
the night of June kt I960. KAWALEC advised that his station
was in a hallway which is located directly behind a small
anteroom, which, in turn, is located directly behind the
stage in the Embassy Room. It was on this stage that
Senator KENNEDY was making his victory speech. The stage
was separated from the anteroom'by a closed curtain. The
anteroom was occupied by musicians who had been playing
intermittently during the evening and who assumed that
location during Senator KENNEDY'S speech.

Mr. KAWALEC stated that his main function was to
keep the crowd which had gathered in the hallway out' of the
anteroom and in turn away from the curtain and stage area.
KAWALEC stated that the hallway was very crowded but he
observed ;no unusual activity in his area except that on one
occasion, one of the band members in the anteroom came to
him during the speech and claimed three "outsiders" were
in the anteroom with him. KAWALEC advised that he ordered
the three men out of the room and that they joined the main
crowd In the hallway. KAWALEC was definite in saying that
none of these men resembled the suspect, SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN,

KAWALEC advised that as Senator KENNEDY was
completing his speech, he was ordered by the Chief Security
Officer, Mr. WILLIAM GARDNER, to vacate the spot which he
had directly behind the stage and assume a position in the
Embassy kitchen area. The purpose of this station, according
to KAWALEC, was to control the crowd and wake a passageway
for Senator KENNEDY from a side door of the Embassy Room
through the Embassy kitchen to the Colonial Room where the
Senator was to have a press conference. KAWALEC stated that
when the Senator reached the kitchen, KAWALEC was standing
at the end of a steam table, facing the Senator pushing the
crowd behind him when he heard four distinct shots from a

6/7/68 . Los Angeles, California _.. „ Los Angeles 56-156

SA1^.
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.22 caliber gun, which he sensed passed him to his right.
KAWALEC Etated immediate confusion ensued and that he did
not see the Senator hit nor fall, concentrating on the
control of the drowd at that time, KAWALEC advised that
the next action he observed was ROOSEVELT GRIER wrestling
with an individual on the steam table. Having determined
that Senator KENTTEDY ha<3 been shot and had fallen to the
floor, KAWALEC, together with two uniformed Los Angeles
Fire Department firemen, endeavored to keep the crowd back
from the Senator, allowing him air until assistance had
arrived, 1 KAWALEC continued this activity until the
officers from the Central Receiving Hospital arrived with
a stretcher and eventually placed the stretcher on a freight
elevator leading to the grsund level. KAWALEC stated that
he rode the freight elevator with the Receiving Hospital
officers and one of the guards, with perhaps two members
of the KENNEDY,staff. On reaching the ground level, they
rer.iained̂ ln th'e freight elevator until the ambulance arrived
in- the" area. KAWALEC assisted in controlling the crowd near
the ambulance while the stretcher was being placed therein.

KAWALEC was questioned as to whether or not he
recalled having seen SIRHAN SIRHAN in the area of the kitchen
prior to the Senator entering it, to which he answered that
he did not have a distinct recollection but, having seen
photographs of him on television and in the press, believes
that he recalls seeing an individual with a hairdo similar
to SIRHAN*s in the large crowd which had been behind the
stage and in the kitchen area.

Mr. KAWALEC was questioned as to whether or not
he had seen a girl in a polka dot dress in this area and
stated that there had been many girls in the crowd but he
recalls no one in a polka dot dress.

Mr. KAWALEC was questioned as to how he was able
to describe the caliber of the gun which had fired the four
shots he heard and he Etated that he has a .22 caliber gun
of his own and that the resonance of the shots sounded
exactly like the shots he had fired frois his own weapon.
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at any time in"
assistance.

that he resided in Apartmen ___
an^ would be available for interv
nt that he could be of further
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Date 6/8/68

DAVID MARK ESQUXTH, _
interviewed at bis residence, at whic
following signed statement:

was
e he furnished the

m

"June 7. 1968
Loa Angeles, California

" I , David Mark Esquith, an
JJtBe^andjVo^^itary statement to
WBBHHHi i^ w n o h&ve identified themselves to~~me
as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation:

"I wasboj|^onSeDternber25^l9U8f and I now
reside a>tfBBHHEBSBBSflHp ^°s Angeles,
Calif ornia^^Twa^^^voiunteerworicer for Robert
Kennedy's presidential campaign, and I was present
at* the Ambassador Hotel at the time Kennedy was shot
around 12:20 a.m. on June $, 1968. For the better
part of the evening I was close to the podium in the
Bnbassy Room, helping keep people from going through
the.door that was close to the podium and which led
to the room behind the podium. At no time during the
evening' did I see the man who has been identified as

• Sirhan Slrhan.

"I stayed In the area of the podium while
Hobert Kennedy made his victory speech. At that
time I did not know which way he planned to exit
after his speech, nor did anyone else that I know of.
About 5 minutes before Kennedy ended his speech, I
was told that Kennedy was going to exit through the
kitchen. I am not sure who the person was that told
me that , but i t may have been Jim Lowe, another
campaign worker.

On 6/7/66 »t . Los Angeles, California, File # Los Angeles 56-1 «&

-Date dictated 6/B/6B-
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"When Kennedy left the podium I was at the
corner of it, right in front of the Kennedy girls.
Irwin Stroll left right behind Kennedy, and then
some of the press and part of Kennedy's group
followed them. To the best of my recollection, I
was next after that. At about the time I reached the
door to the, serving kitchen I heard some noises
which I thought to be helium balloons popping or
flashbulbs. There were about 5 such noises.
Stroll came to me and said he had been shot, and
I helped him back into the Embassy Room. Soon
after that I left in a cab with Stroll for the
hospital.

*"About 5 minutes before Kennedy went to
the podium, I walked through the serving kitchen
and it wag empty. I may have glanced into the
kitchen at that time, but if so I did not take
particular note oi the people I saw in ths
kitchen.' I think I would have noticed anyone in
the kitchen who didn't have white clothes on.

"I have read the above two (2) page statement
and it is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

V s / David M. Esquith

SA, FBI, Los Angeles,

SA, JBI, Los Angeles,
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In addition to the above information, ESQUITY advised
that the following people were in the area of the podium at
the Embassy Room of the Ambassador Hotel, at the approximate
time that Senator KENNEDY was shot:

BILL COX

VICKY CUCCIA (claims she saw assailant at
KENNEDY Headquarters on June 3, 1968.)

ANN FERGUSON

;Mrs. TIFFANY JONAS

RICHARD ROSEN

AL ROTHSTEIN

ESQUITH could not furnish the addresses of these
individuals but' said they were all KENNEDY campaigners, who
worked-out of KENNEDY Headquarters on Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.

ESQUITH further advised while working at KENNEDY
Headquarters he had met a man whose first name was DAVID,
last name unknown, who claimed to be an eyercise boy at the
race track. ESQUITH suggested that in view of the assailant's
previous employment as a exercise boy, it might be helpful
to contact thi.6 man to determine if he was familiar with
SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN. ESQUITH furnished the following
description of the man named DAVID, last name unknown:

Race
Sex
Age
Hair

Height
Weight

White
Male
23 -
Long dark brown hair with

sideburns.
5
135 pounds
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ESQUITH suggested that JUNE ISAACSON, a supervisor
at KENNEDY Headquarters, would have additional information as
to who DAVID was and where he might be contacted.
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WILLIAM P. MC SHERRY, television news director,
Western Division, American Broadcasting Company (ABC), 41
Prospect Street, furnished the following information.

MC SHERRY made available the video tape of the
FRANK REYNOLDS newscast which was aired in Los Angeles on
Wednesday, June 5, 1963, on Channel 7, from 5:30 p.m. to
6:00 p.m.

This fiLn was viewed on June 7, 1968, at the above
address. This film contains scenes of Senator KENNEDY passing
through the kitchen en route to the Embassy Room to make a
speech and also his return from the Embassy Room into the
kitchen.

The above film was made available for exhibition
to witnesses, also for lifting a still photograph of any
person or persons identified from said film.

This video tape is not to be used without the
issuance;of a subpoena duces tecum. If it should be needed,
this subpoena duces tecuta should be directed to the Operations
Officer, ABC.

. - • -
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Mr. EUGENE COFFEE, Soundman, NBC News, 3000 West
Alameda Avenue, Burbenk, California, advised ess follows:

PBBflBHHHHHHPH^ Cellfornla5
telephone • ^ ^ ^ • B a n d TsempToyed by NBC, Los Angeles, as a
soundman. He was assigned the NBC crew which covered and
filmed the election activities of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY at
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on the evening of June 4,
1968 and the morning of June 5, 1963.

Mr. COFFEE said that he and the other memsere of the
NBC crew did not observe the actual shooting of Senator KENNEDY.
He noted that the Senator had departed the speakers1 platform
and -he d-departed the room via e doorway behind the platform.
It was not anticipated that the Senator would exit the room in
this manned and NBC h8d not made preparations to follow him through
this exit, it was noted almost immediately that something wa8
taking place behind the doorway and the camera crew followed
end noted that KENNEDY was on the floor of the corridor. The
suspect was not observed by COFFEE, and he could furnish no
additional pertinent information.

6/6/68 ytBurbankt California .File Angeles 5S-I56
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Mr, CHRISTOPHER MICHON, Coordinator; JTBC News,
3OOO Alsmeda Avenue, Bursank, California, advised as follows:

He resides a ^ ^ H | B E B H H H I H I North Hollywood,
California, telephon^HHH^fand is employed oy NBC News,
LOB Angeles, as a CoorcffnatorT^He was assigned to coordinate
the activities of the NBC News coverage of the election
activities of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY which took place at
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on the evening of June kt
I968 and the morning of June 5, 1968.

Mr. MICHON said that neither he nor the other NBC
employees assigned this activity actually observed the shooting
of Senator KENNEDY. He explained that NBC personnel were not
set up to cover the doorway through which the Senator exited
and-did.-not reach him until after the shooting had taken place.
He and other NBC personnel concentrated on the Senator end
did not observe the suspect.

Mr. MICHON ssid he could furnish no additional
pertinent information in connection with this matter.

.at
Burbenk, California -File
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Mr. GEORGE SOZIO, Cameraman, NSC Neva, 3OOO West
Alameda Avenue, Burbanli, California, advised as follow:

He vas assigned as cameraman on the NBC television
and news coverage of the election activities of Senator
ROBERT P, KENNEDY at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
California, on ,the evening of June 4, 1968. Mr. SOZIO said
he was stationed in a room next door to the room in which
Senator KENNEDY spoke and observed none of the activity. He
did not observe the shooting, did not observe the suspect,
and could furnish no information pertinent to this inquiry.

6/6/66
On

Burbank, California
.at —
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.File #
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KOBERT RAY BRESHEARS,
California, was interviewee

La
employment,
Pasadena,

information:

His wife, CAROL, has been a volunteer campaign
worker for the KENNEDY organization. He was with CAROL
at the Ambassador Hotel on the evening of June 4, 1968,
for the election party. He was in the Embassy Room of the
hotel, standing .behind the stage, late in the evening watching
a television monitor as Senator KENNEDY was speaking. Toward
the end of the talk he walked to a position against the
west wall about ten to twelve jTeet from the double doors
leading to the kitchen area. When the speech had ended,
a large group of people, including JESSE UNRUH and presumably
Senator KENNEDY, came through the drapes in back of the stage
and walked past him. He did not see Senator KENNEDY but
just as the. group passedlnto the kitchen area through the
double doors, he heard four shots, the first shot sounding
like a balloon popping. After the second and third shots,
he was certain that the noise was gun shots, possibly from a
small barrel gun. The shots were in rapid succession and
sounded like they' came from the same weapon. He did not
attempt to enter the kitchen area where the noise came from,
but shprfly thereafter a news man came out of the area and
gave a brief account of what had happened.

People milled about the area and a short while later
they were all ushered, including himself, down the hall to the
downstairs ballroom. He stated he did.not see SIRHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN and has no knowledge of this Individual. He recalled
that shortly before the KENNEDY party entered the double doors
leading to the kitchen area, several news and television people
were in the kitchen area working with cables and other television
equipment. He does not know the motive for the shooting.

AU-

On
6/7/6S
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Pasadena, California
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WILLIE (no middle Initial) FRANKLIN, Maintenance
Man, Ambassador HotejULo^Ance^s^Jalifor^^^^^^d that
he resides at the BRMBQBH^^^^HBVfc
Angeles,

FRANKLIN advised that he was on duty at the
Ambassador Hotel on the morning of Jane 5, 1968. At
approximately 12:20 a.m. that date, he was at the guard post
at the entrance by the employees time clock, when he saw a
large number of people running around in a frantic manner.
He he^rd some of these people say, "A man is shot". Also, he
heard some say, "KENNEDY'S shot". FRANKLIN advised that this
was the; first he knew of the shooting of Senator KENNEDY, and
saw nothing concerning the actual shooting, and to his knowledge,
he had not seen the Individual who allegedly shot Senatfcp
KENNEDY.

_ FRANKLIN furnished the following descriptive data
concerning himself:

Sex
Race
Birth Data
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Build
Marital Status
Social Security
Number

Kale
Negro
October 1,
5' 6"
136 pounds
Black
Brown
Dark brown
Slight
Single

433-09-8920

1912, Houma, Louisiana

On 6/8/68 atLos Angeles, California Los Angeles 56-15$
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ACQUELINE SULLD^^was contacted at
(Apartment NumbeJIHI advised of the identity of tne

interviewing Agent and thatthe interview was concerning the
shooting of ROBERT P. KENNEDY.

SULLIVAN stated that at approximately 12:10 a.m.,
June 5* 1968, she and another "Kennedy girl" named CAROL
BEESHEARS, left- the Embassy Room of the Ambassador Hotel where
KENNEDY was speaking and went into an adjoining kitchen area,
in order to stop getting pushed and shoved by the newsmen.
S'JLLF/AN stated that since people had not been allowed out of
the front door of the ballroom while they were waiting for
XBN1IEDY to arrive, some people had used the adjoining hallway
i'ncl kitchen as a means of getting drinks and as a means for
Fitting to a rest room. SULLIVAN stated that she noted at that
VUse that the kitchen doors were wide open because it was hot
In the Embassy Room, SULLIVAN stated that the only persons she
roticed in the hallway and kitchen were hotel employees in
Joheir white uniforms and some men dressed in suits and ladies
with dresses who were grouped around a monitor in the hallway,

_>• SULLIVAN stated that she was next to a refrigerator
(on the left side of the hallway as one faced the kitchen) when
KENNEDY passed by at approximately 12:15 a.m. and was proceeding
to shake hands with the kitchen help who had lined up on the
left side of the hallway to greet him. SULLIVAN stated that
an unidentified man then asked her if KENNEDY had passed by yet.
SULLIVAN then replied "yes" to the unidentified man and then
pointed to where KENNEDY was standing. At that instant she
heard sounds like "pop, pop, pop, pop" in a rapid succession
and she saw KENNEDY and another man fall to the ground. SULLIVAN
stated that she did not see who shot KENNEDY and that she did
not see any gun that may have been used to shoot KENNEDY.

SULLIVAN stated that pandemonium broke loose and that
her primary concern was for her safety because people were

A\J^ pushing and shoving. SULLIVAN stated that she did see an
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unidentified male completely surrounded by some of the men of-
the KENNEEy entourage, but she has no Idea as to his description
or identity.

SULLIVAN stated that she had seen pictures of SIKHAH
EISHARA SIBHAN on TV and in newspapers but that she could not
recall seeing him at the hotel at any ti&e prior to the ehooting
of KENNEDY and she could not recall seeing him at any of the
prior KENNEDY rallies which she attended as a "Kennedy girl".
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JLENNEDY campaigner, was contacted &t
Los Angeles, California, was advised

Ey of the interviewing agent arid that the interview
waa concerning the shooting of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY.

GREEN stated that he waa in attendance when KENNEDY
was speaking at 12:10 &.m. on June £* 1968, at the Embassy Boom,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angelea, California. GREEN stated that
just as KENNEDY finished speaking, GRJS3i\T left the Embassy Room,
vent down stairs to a lower kitchen and was headed for the upper
kitchen area adjoining the Embassy Room.

GREEK stated that just before he came through the upper
kitchen area doorway he heard popping sounds which seemed to GREEK
to be firecrackers* GRB3N stated that the sound continued as
he came through the doorway.

i
GRE3N stated that once inside the kitchen door, he

noticed a woman in her 20!a with long blond free flowing hair in
a polka dot dress and a light colored sweater and a mr,n 5*11",
thin build, black hair and in his 20's, GREEN stated that this
man and woman were running with their backs toward him, and
they were attempting to get out of the kitchen area. GREEST
statedr'that'the reason he noticed them was that they were the
only ones who seeraed to be trying to get out of the Iritchen area
while everyone else seemed to be trying to get into the kitchen
area.

GREEK stated that he then jumped up on top of a food
preparation table to try to assist RiPSR JOHN SOS" and ROOSEVELT
GRIER who were subduing the male, who had a gun in his hand,
GREEK stated that after the male had been subdued, GREEK waa
still on the food preparation table, and that he then saw KENNEDY
lying on the floor, and GR32N realized that KENNEDY had been shot.

GREEN stated that he had not actually seen the shooting
of KENNEDY, and that he had never seen SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN at
any of the prior KEMSEDY rallies that GREEN had attended.

On 6/6/68 Los Angeles, California fii«> # Los Angeles $6-156
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Mies SUSANNE LOCKE, %$k5 BtMitft "Victoria Street,
Los Angeles, California, furnished the following information:

She was a volunteer worker for Senator ROBERT F.
KENNEDY during his campaign and was attending the election re-
turns party in the Embassy Room of the Ambassador Hotel on the
evening of June 4, 1968. While Senator KENNEDY was speaking,
she was stationed'at a position near the rear of the stage on
the right side ae one faces the etage, with a friend, ACQULINE
SULLIVAN, who had hurt her foot. It wae late in the evening
and when Senator KENNEDY finished speaking, she and ACQULINE
had moved into the kitchen area where Senator KENNEDY was sub-
sequently ehot. She and ACQULINE had stepped onto 8 shelf-like
ledge about four feet off the floor on the west side of the
kitchen area. Also present in this area 8t the time were about
four or five white jacketed hotel employees. As Senator KENNEDY
passed by with his party, he was surrounded by friends and
newspapermen. She turned to ACQULINE and commented about how
happy Mr. KENNEDY looked. After the KENNEDY party had passed,
she heard cracking noises which sounded like exploding fire-
crackers. She immediately realized, however, that the sounds
were gunshot sounds and they were in rapid succession, a total
of about eight or ten shots. At this specific time, she had
lost sight of Senator KENNEDY. The gun sounds appeared to come
from her left and she immediately jumped to the floor. She does
not recall seeing anyone with a gun; and people immediately

i began pushing into the kitchen area from the Embassy Room, 8p-
3 parently attracted by the noise and excitement. Her friend,
* ACQULINE, was having difficulty trying to get to the floor and
\ Ehe attempted to grab hold of her.

\ LOCKE noticed several men lying on the floor, one
\ with blood on his forehead—his eyes open and staring, but she
1 did not recognize any of these individuals on the floor as
•? Senator KENNEDY. Another individual in her immediate vicinity,

M a woman whom ehe did not know, had blood on her head end appeared
•3 to be stumbling backwards. She was attempting to get help from

her friend ACQULINE but had lost eight of her and her other
1 , thought wae to attempt to reach the gunman who had done the

6/T/68 ., U>e Angelee, Calif arnla p|u n Los Angeles 56-156
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shooting. Somehow, .she got turned ê round ae people*"
were pushing in all directions and wae heeded back toward the
Embassy Room. Someone was apparently trying to close the double
doors leading to the Embassy Room, but she wae successful in
getting out of the kitchen srea end into a room behind the
stage. She eat down and someone gave her a cigarette.

She does not recall seeing Senator KENNEDY after the
shooting but believee that she may have seen SIRHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN at the hotel earlier In the evening; however, she ie not
sure of this. She recalls seeing a girl in the Embassy Room,
just beXore Senator KENNEDY entered to speak, stationed near
her immediate vicinity wearing a white shift with blue polka
dots. She; observed that the girl was not wearing a yellow press
badge and thought that this to be very unusual since it was
necessary to have such a badge to gain entry into the Embassy
Room. She mentioned this to CAROL BRESHEARS who ie in charge
of the KENNEDY girls and Mrs. BRESHEARS pointed her out to a
guard nearby*. The. girl was expressionless and seemed somewhat
out of place where she was etanding. She was a Caucasian in
her early ̂twenties, well proportioned, with long brown hair
pulled back and tied behind her head. Her hair appeared to be
dried out Eimilar in appearance to hair of a girl who does a
lot of swimming.

LOCKE is not acquainted with SIRHAN or his family end
has no knowledge of any motive for shooting Senator KENNEDY.
She realizes that many people were opposed to Senator KENNEDY
as a presidential candidate,, but does not consider this to be
unusual.

- 405 -
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^HHI advised
iCalifornia, telephoPHH

works t$:3O a.m. to 5*00 p.m^Jjewasinterviewed at his
office. Also present was flHBEHHHBHHHLl Rampart
Detective Division, LOB Angeles F n

and

DARNELL JOHNSON advised he was at the Ambassador
Hotel the night that Senator KENNEDY was shot. He saw KENNEDY
complete his speech just before the shooting end start off the
back side of the platform where the speech was made. JOHNSON
walked around the platform to the narrow space in the serving
area where the shooting took place and got there before KENNEDY.
Already present in this area ware five people described as
follows i

(1) A white female wearing a white dress, with
254 size black pokadots; the dress was fitted,

v was not miniskirt but was above the knees;
-.;• wa.6 not a loose shift but was fashionable for

, "~ the time. She was 23-25 years of age, tall,
5'8", medium build, well built, 1^5 pounds,
long light brown hair, carrying an all white
sweater or Jacket, pretty full face, stubby
heel shoes in the fashion of the time.

(2) A person whom JOHNSON identified as SIRHAN
SIRHAN from photographs shown at the time of
this interview and further aB the person he sew
who was seized immediately following the shooting
by persons in the area.

(3) A white male, wearing a light blue washable
sport coat, white shirt and tie, 6*1", tall,
slim, 30-35 years, blond hair parted far over
on the left side with the right side long and
hanging towards his face like a surfer haircut,
outdoor type.

6/6/68 atI<OB Angeles, California #Los Angeles 56-
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(4) A white male, 5'10" tall, 165 pounds, trim,
24-25 years of age, brown, long hair but not
hippie, dark coat, darker trousers, white
shirt and tie.

(5) A white male, 6'1", tall, slim, darkish brown
hair, shiny brown sport coat made of hopsacking,
white shirt and tie.

These people were standing in a group between JOHNSON
end the door through which KENNEDY came to make his way to the
next ballroom for another speech. This is the same area where
he was shot.

JOHNSON states these people were standing in proximity
to each otherrj he says they were "together" but he states he
has no knowledge'they knew each other, were talking to each
other or, Were members of the same party.

As the KENNEDY party entered this area, ba33oons were
being broken, some small firecrackers were being set off and
JOHNSON wes not aware of any difficulties or any trouble until
he saw a woman slump against the wall and say, Oh my God,
Oh my God." JOHNSON still did not realize what had happened
but saw a furor around the KENNEDY party. At this time a
photographer with lights on his camera took a picture of someone
on the floor, who turned out to be KENNEDY. This photographer
then put the lights up to take a picture of the persons standing
and when his lights showed on SIRHAN, the photographer said,--
"Grab him, that dude has a gun." This was the first time that
JOHNSON realized there had been a shooting.

Just at this point, the woman in the polka dot dress
and the three men in her area left and walked toward the ballroom
from where the KENNEDY party had just come. Several people
seized SIRHAN and began beating on him. The crowd pressed
around him and hit at him whenever they could. While SIRHAN
was being held and before police arrived, the girl in the
pd!ka dot dress and the one man in the light blue washable sport
coat came back and looked, then both left again. JOHNSON
followed the persons who took SIRHAN out of this area and when
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he got back to the ballroom, he saw the girl in the polka dot
dress talking to a white female Mexican near the podium where
KENNEDY had just been speaking. This white female Mexican
was 19 to 20 years of age, plump, 5'2"-5'5"> long black hair,
full pleated dress, avocado color, part of the KENNEDY group;
JOHNSON assumed she was a Youth Campaign Manager.

JOHNSON did not see any of the others again and
did not see the girl in the policadctdress again after seeing
her on the podium.

JOHNSON was shown a photograph _ __
jle, CHERYL VESSELS, Los Angeles Police Department
fend cpuld not positively identify her as the

girl he saw, in"'the polka dot dress, although he felt the profile
looked similar. DARNELL JOHNSON then said he believed he could
identify photographs of the girl in the polka dot dress and the man
in the light blue sport coat.

hie
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Mr. BILL HILL, Executive Producer, NBC News,
3000 West Alameda Avenue, Burbank, California,^advised on
June 5, 1968, that NBC had filmed and had broadcasted the
election activities of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY which took
place at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California, on
the evening of June 4, 1968. Mr. HILL said that no NBC
personnel assigned to the coverage of this activity witnessed
the actual shooting of Senator KENNEDY and no film of the
actual shooting was made by NBC.

Mr. HILL said NBC personnel filmed the activities
prior .to the shooting, KENNEDY'S speech, and KENNEDY'S
departure from the speaker's rostrum. After the shooting,
the NBC personnel followed into the corridor behind the rostrum
and filmed Activity involved in the aftermath of the shooting.

Mr. HILL said NBC currently had only the original
news film which was then being aired as part of NBC's
continuing-news coverage of the event. He said NBC would
make a copy of the film for the FBI and would make it
available1' on June 6, 1968,

On June 6, 1968, Mr. HILL made available a copy
of the above-mentioned NBC film. Mr. HILL additionally
Identified NBC personnel who participated in making the
news film as follows:

PIERS ANDERTON, News Commentator;
JAMES P. WATT, JR., Cameraman;
EUGENE COFFEE, Soundman;
CHRISTOPHER MICHON, Coordinator.

6/5/68
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Mr. PIERS ANDERTON, News Commentator, NBC Kews,
3000 West Alameda Avenue, Burbank, California, adviBed as
follows:

He resides at H H B | 9 H t t H | Hollywood, California,
and 1B employed by NBC, Lol Ang^iesTCaTITfornie, as a news
commentator. He was the news commentator assigned the NBC
coverage of the California election activities of Senator
ROBERT P. KENNEDY which took place at the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles', o"ri the evening of June ht 1968 and the morning of
June 5, 1968. , .

Mr. ANDERTON said that neither he nor the other
members of the NBC crew at the hotel observed the actual
shooting. He commented that KENNEDY departed through a door
behind the rostrum, and it was then observed that a commotion
of Bome sort was £e"king place. He end the camera crew followed
Into the corridor behind the rostrum. By the time he and the
crew hed arrivedf, Senator KENNEDY had been shot and was on the
floor of the corridor.

ANDERTON said he and the crew concentrated on KENNEDY
and he did not notice or observe the individual suspected as
having shot KENNEDY. ANDERTON said he noted nothing significant
or unusual and could furnish no additional information pertinent
to this inquiry.

hie
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Mr. JAMES P. WATT, JR., Cameraman, NBC NewB,
3000 West Alameda Avenue, Burbank, California, advised as
follows;

He resides
California, telephone H H H B &hd i s employed as a cameraman
by NBC News. He was the news cameraman who filmed the election
activities of Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY, which took place at
the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on the evening of June 4,
1968, and the morning of June 5, 1968.

Mr. WATT said that neither he nor the other
personnel assigned the NBC News team were in a position to
observe' the actual shooting of Senator KENNEDY. WATT said
that the .camera crew anticipated that KENNEDY would depart
the Etnbasfsy room via the same door through which he entered,
and were setting up in anticipation of this departure. However,
rather than using this door, the Senator departed the room by
using a doorway directly behind the speaker's rostrum. Shortly
after the Senator departed the doorway and was out of the view
of NBC personnel,' it was noted that some activity was taking
place beyond the doorway. He and the other NBC personnel
rushed into the area and observed that the Senator was on the
floor of the corridor and was bleeding from the head. The
crew and the camera concentrated on the Senator. WATT does
not recall seeing the suspect who shot KENNEDY.

WATT said he could furnish no additional, pertinent
information concerning the shooting.

On 6/6/68 .at Burbank, California
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On June 8, 1963, THOMAS PEREZ fumiBhed the following
information including this signed statement:

"IjJb^^^Jerez^^ake the free and voluntary Btate-
ment to]^B3HHHBflBfl|Bwho has identified himself
to me as" a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

— — — -
Los Angeles, home

am a Security Guard at the
Ambassador Hotel 3400 Wilphire Blvd. LA. On the
ttight of 6/4/68 I came to work at 5:50 PM and punched
out about 2:48 AM 6/5/68'. I was assigned to the
Embassy room during Senator Kennedy's speech. My post
was the first swinging door to the left of the stage
as Senator Kennedy faced the guests In the Embassy
room. It was my understanding that when the Senator
finished his speech he was to come through the door
I was on and turn left down the hallway behind the stage.
As Boori'as .the Senator finished his speech a superior
of mirte, whom I don't recall, told me to close my door
and keep the people out. About a minute after the
senator finished his speech I heard about seven Bhots
all in a row, all in about three seconds. The crowd
was starting to force there way through my door
before the Bhots and I" was busy keeping them back and
did not see which way the Senator wei,t after his speech
nor did I see the shooting or the suspect.

"When I heard the shots I turned toward the swinging
doors leading into the Pantry and saw a women bleeding
from the head. She was still standing at tHese swinging
doors and I helped her back into the Embassy room and
a doctor, whom I don't know, asked me to get some Ice,
which I did. I did not go into the Pantry until about
fifteen minutes later and everything was over with in
there except the Los Angeles Police Officers were inter-
viewing people in there.

6/8/68 at LOB Angeles, California Los Angeles 56-I56
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As I said above I didn't see the shooting as I
was too busy keeping the crowd from coming through
my post.

"I have readed the above and it is true to the
bast of my knowledge

"S/-Thomas Perez

Special Agent FBI Los Angeles
pecial Agent FBI, la 6/8/68"

PEREZ advised that the woman whom he helped into the
Embassy Roonr-vas named Mrs. ELIZABETH EVANS. He stated,after
he got hervlce, .he went and found her shoes and purse and brought
them to fter'.

He furnished the following information on himself:

Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Social Security
Number

March 6, 1907
El Paso, Texas
5'11"
165
Gray
Brow,.

He stated he has been a Security Guard at the
Ambassador Hotel since November, I967.

40,
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Date 6/7/68

Mr, UNO TIHANSON, Vice President, Banquet and Sales,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California, was interviewed
at the hotel and furnished the following informations

Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY arrived back, at the
Ambassador Hotel at approximately 8:00 p.m., on June 4, 19&B,
and vent immediately to the Royal Suite. At W r ; * ^ * ® } * w4.
11:45 p.m., he instructed EDDIE MANASIAN, one of the assistant
maltre d's, to hold1 the north elevator so that Senator KENNEDY
could go down to the Embassy Room to make his victory statement.

He was escorting the .Senator to the elevator and when
they were only two or three feet from the elevator, the Senator
decided -not to go through the crowds that were in the hallways
but to use the service elevator.

*
They took the service elevator to the kitchen level

and he, TIMANSON, led the way for the Senator into the Embassy
Room.

The Embassy Room was completely crowded at the time
and hê TBjANSON^ was concerned that too meny people might get
up.on the pletfora and. cause it.cfco collapse.

Tbia document contaiaa wither recommendation* w* conclusions of Uw FBI. U. i» the property of the FBI and ia loaned to
your M«°«y; i* » * i u conLe«*» a n not to be diatribvUd outatde your agency.
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After the Senator had completed his victory speech I
in the Embassy Room, he was preparing to lead the Senator down i
to the Ambassador Room through the enclosed stairway. Just
before the Senator^ speech was completed, FRED BUTTON, one
of the Senator's aides, asked TIMANSON if there were television
sets in the Ambassador Room, and TIMANSON told him there were.
It was then decided that the Senator would visit the Press Room
to make a press release. TIMANSON escorted the Senator and hla
party through the hallway behind the Embassy Room and into the
pantry area.

TIMANSON stated that he was approximately six feet
ahead of the Senator when he heard what sounded like a fire
cracker. He heard the sound three or four times in quick order
and he thought it was some sort of celebration.

On 6/7/6* «*T.ftp Angeles, Californla File # Los Angeles 56-156
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Immediately, however, TIMANSQN observed that Senator
KENNEDY was down on the floor In front of the big ice machine
located in the pantry. At this time, there were numerous screams
and pandemonium broke out in the immediate area,

Mr. MURPHY, one of the hotel security guards, told
T3&ANSON that he had called an ambulance but TIMANSON wanted to
make eur€ and he ran into the Colonial Room in an effort to contact
the operator but was unsuccessful. He was assured by the people
present that an ambulance had been called and was on the way.
Mr. TIMANSON stated that from the time of the shots to this time
when he was inquiring about an ambulance was just a matter of
seconds. ,., .

• *

A He ran immediately to the kitchen steps and took the
steps-down to the Casino level and out to the back ramp to the
outside of the hotel to await the arrival of the ambulance. The
ambulance arrived in a very few minutes and he escorted the
ambulance attendants to the area where Senator KENNEDY was lying.

Senator KENNEDY was taken by the ambulance attendants
to the ambulance almost immediately. TBIANSON attempted to ride in
the ambulance but was not allowed. He rode on the back of a
motorcycle following the ambulance to the hospital.

Mr. TIMANSON advised that he did not see the actual
shooting of Senator KENNEDY and he did not observe the Individual
holding the gun at the time of the shooting.

He did observe the individual who was being held down
by several people following the shooting of Senator KENNEDY and
has seen photographs in the newspapers and appearances on
television of the individual accused of the crime. The individual
he observed in the newspapers and on television Is the same
individual he observed being held down following the shooting of
Senator KENNEDY-

- 416 -
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Mr. ANGELO DI PIERRf ^ _ _ _ _
Los Angeles, telephone Number^B>|^^P~wai~Triterviewea a t the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California, where he is employed
as the maitre d1 hotel .

He furnished the following information, including the
signed statement set out below:

i

"June 7, 1966
Los Angeles, California

bnc

"I , Angelo Di Pie
voluntary statement t 0 V ^ B a S B
identified himself to me as a ^ p g
Federal Bureau of Investigation. I have been advised
tHat I could be required to test ify in court regarding
this matter.

furnish the following

gent of the
b di

"I was born 10/27/21, Purci Province of Chietl,
Italy. I have ueen in the United States since May 7*
1936. I received my naturalization* papers in May of
I£p4. <I am the Maitre D1 Hotel at the Ambassador
Hotel. I have had this position approximately two years

"At approximately 12:10 am, 6/5/68, I was in the
Embassy Room at the hotel. Senator Robert F. Kennedy
was on the platform talking to the people in the room.

"Sen-tor completed his talk a few minutes later.
Just prior to the time he comple ted his talk, I moved
out of the Embassy Room to the hallway at the rear of
the room.

"The Senator was suppose to come through the door
located immediately next to the platform and into the
hallway w_ere I was located.

On 6/7/68 a t Los Angeles, California F-wuhos Angeles 56-I56
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"The*Senator went out a door located immediately
behind the platform, turned right and walked down the
hallway to the pantry.

"As Senator Kennedy passed by me in the hallway
-he was being escorted by Mr. UNO TIMANSON, a vice president
of the hotel, and two of my assistants, Karl UECKER
and Edward MINASIAN. Mr. UNO TIMANSON was leading the
way.

"As soon as Senator Kennedy passed, Mrs. Kennedy
came out into the hallway where I was standing. She
was being accompanied by Mr. Roosevelt Grier. Grier
was. "behind Mrs. Kennedy and to her left. I took a
similar'position to her right. We followed behind
'the people following Senator Kennedy.

"Shortly after Senator Kennedy entered the pantry,
while we were still in the hallway, two shots rang out.
A few seconds later several shots rang out as in rapid
fire.

"At this time we were at the doorway to the pantry.
One door was opened (the left door) and a lady was
partiaj.y blocking the door. I began to push the lady
out of the way to allow Mrs. Kennedy to paES. The lady
crumbled to the floor and I assumed she had been shot.
I immediately pushed Mrs. Kennedy to the floor behind
the closed door and I got down next to her. I did this
because I thought there might be more gunfire. However,
there was no more gunfire.

"I immediately got up and ran into the pantry and
I noticed two men lying down on the floor and one of
them was Senator Kennedy.

418
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"I ran into the kitchen to telephone for an
ambulance. I was told the call had already been made.

"I returned to the shooting scene to control
the people. Camerrnan were taking pictures.

"I noticed that a man was held down on the heating
table in the pantry. I did not see this man's face
as I was busy attempting to control the people.

"After a few minutes, approximately 8 minutes,
Senator Kennedy and the other wounded were taken out
of.the hotel by ambulance attendants.

"I have seen newspaper photographs and TV ehows
shoeing the individual accused of shooting Senator
Kennedy. I do not recall having seen this individual
before.

v "I, have read this statement of this page and
,3 '"other pages, It is true and correct.

"Witness:

Angel0 Di Pierro

ipecial Agent, KBI, Los Angeles, 6/7/68"

Mr. DI PIERRO began work at approximately 10:00 a.m.
on June k, 1968.

The Embassy Room, Ambassador Room, Sunset Room,
North Room, and Colonial Room (used as a Press Room) were set
aside for Senator KENNEDY. The Venetian Room was set up for
Mr. MAX RAFFERIY, and the Palm Court Room was set up for Mr.
ALAN CRANSTON.
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DI PIERRO's duties require him to move throughout
the hotel during the day.

The rooms assigned to Senator KENNEDY began filling
up with people at appro;:ijnately 6:00 p.m. At first the people
were allowed in only if they had a badge for the particular
candidate. About 7:00 p^n. word was received to allow anyone
in that so desired. This was later revoked and only those
with proper press credentials were alloued into the rooms.
A security guard was stationed at the entrance to the Embassy
Ballpoom and later in the evening a security guard was stationed
at the kitchen entrance. DI PIERRO could not recall the times
that these guards took up their specific stations. There was
also a security guard located inside the fire escape door on the
level which houses the Ambassador Room. There was no security
guard on the fire escape staircase that leads from the Ambassador
Room level to the Î ibassy Room level. He believes that the
fire escape door on the Lir.bassy Room level -was open the latter
part of -the evening of June kf i960.

- > • ' '

Senator KLNNEDY uas supposed to leave the platform in
the Ikibassy Room and go into the hallway behind the Embassy
Room and down an enclosed stairway to the Ambassador Room level
to speak to pc-ople in the Ambassador Room. Someone changed the
plans and decided that Senator KENNEDY would proceed to the
Press Room to make a press release.

This route would require him to pass through the
pantry area 01 the hotel.
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was

He advised that he is also a Compton City
councilman and is president of the Compton Union High
School Board and that he and his wife IRIS head up the
Compton KENNEDY Headquarters, and he is a member of tne
Democratic delegation.

Doctor MILLER stated that on June 4, 1968, he
arrived at the Ambassador Hotel between 9:00 and 9:30 p.m.,
accompanied by his wife. They visited with democratic
delegate members and Mrs. CRANSTON and other persons
during- the evening, mostly on the floor level below the
Embassy Room.

During the victory speech made by Senator
ROBERT F. KENNEDY, he was with his wife and numerous
other persons watching the speech on ̂ ^ vision in a
small dining room located one floor below the Embassy
Room. He stated that after the speech and almost
simultaneously with the television announcement that
someone had been shot, someone ran past the room he was
in and shouted "KENNEDY has been shot". He stated that
he then asked some persons Just outside that dining
room if they had been upstairs and what the situation
was, but could learn nothing.

He then went upstairs to the Embassy Room level
by the nearest stairway and attempted to go into the
?ress Room next to the Embassy Room. However, a security
euard would not let him enter the Press Room. He stated
thlt an unknown individual was permitted by the guard to

On .* compton, California Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated
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enter the Press Room, and he pushed his way in with this
individua1.

He said the attention of people in the Press Room
was directed to the doorway leading to a kitchen access
hallway and at that time he saw uniformed policemen and
men dressed in plain clothes who may or may not have been
policemen, bringing a man forcefully out of this hallway
into the Press Room and whom he now believes looks like
the photographs he later saw of the suspect SIRHAN SIRHAN.

He stated that he then pushed his way through
that doorway from the Press Room into the kitchen access
hallway behind the Embassy Room, and there he saw Senator
ROBERT P. KENNEDY lying on the floor on his back being
attended by some unidentified people.

He stated that he took Mr. KENNEDY'S pulse, which
he estimated " was 130 beats per minute and did not
consider this to be critical and by the fact he was
being attended by someone, he left to attend to another
roan, PAUL SCHRADE, who was lying on the floor closer
to the Press Room door and also checked his pulse.
SCHRADE's pulse wa3 good, and he then examined the wound
high above the forehead in the hair line area at the
center of the head and checked the back of the head
to see if there was an exit wound and found none. He
stated that the blood on Mr. SCHRADE's face and wound was
clotting and bleeding had apparently stopped, so he
directed his attention back to Mr. KENNEDY.

He stated that he asked the man who was attending
Mr. KENNEDY if he was a physician and either that man or
someone elBe attending KENNEDY affirmed he was a physician,
and Doctor MILIER believing Mr. KENNEDY was as well attended
as circumstances permitted*returned to Mr. SCHRADE.

He stated he does not know the identity of the
physician who was then attending Mr. KENNEDY and does
not believe he could identify him If he should meet him
face to face because of the turmoil, exclteraert , and the
fleeting seconds he was there.

He stated that a stretcher was brought in, upon
which Mr. KENNEDY was placed and removed from the kitchen.
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, 1 access hallway, and he went back to Mr. SCHRADE and then
I I quickly looked at a young boy 18 or 19 years of age who

had a non-critical wound In the thigh and also a grown
man who was more critically wounded in the stomach, but
not in danger of expiring immediately. He said he then
went back to Kr# SCiiRADE and helped put him Into a
stretcher, which had been brought in and accompanied him
in the ambulance to Central Receiving Hospital, where"ppon
arrival he directed an unknown doctor and nurses to the
immediate attention of Mr. SCHRADE's wound.

Doctor MILLER said he then went to Mr. KENNEDY'S
ro'om which was either adjoining Mr. SCHRADE's room or
next po a service room which did adjoin Mr. SCHRADE's
room and saw Senator KENNEDY being attended and noticed
that Mrs. KENNEDY was also there holding her husband
by the arm. He overheard hospital people discussing
whether or not to remove Mrs. KENNEDY, but a nurse
stated,that she was not causing any disruption in his
treatment and permitted her to remain.

He said Mr. KENNEDY was placed in a respirator
and that he helped the other doctors administer Dextran
intrsvenouBly this being a blood replacement to keep
volume up until whole blood could be administered.
Albumen was also being administered along with the Dextran
fluid by insertion of a needle permitting the albumen
to flow into the same tubing by which the Dextran was

fl| bSing administered. He stated that the albumen needle
had come out of tfe-Dextran tubing whereupon he cleaned
this needle and replaced it into the Dextran tubing.

He stated that shortly thereafter he assisted
in lifting Senator KENNEDY into a stretcher as he was
being transferred to Good Samaritan Hospital and
continued assisting until he waB placed into an ambulance
for this transfer.

He stated that he then returned to Mr. SCHRADE's
room and saw that he was being well attended, whereupon
he departed the hospital and upon coming out the front
entrance he saw numerous news men and asked for a ride
back to the Ambassador Hotel and was invited to ride with
two unidentified men.

423
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Doctor MILLER stated that he did not notice
anyone or anything at the hotel prior to the shooting whom
he now would suspect had anything whatever to do with the
shooting. He said he has no information whatever regarding
the suspect who is now In custody end did not notice him
or anyone resembling him prior to the shooting, and saw
no one fleeing the.shooting area whom he would connect
with the shooting.

Doctor MILLER further stated that there were
numerous persons whcrahe can identify, members of the
delegation and others whom he knows by name who were at
the Ambassador Hotel and that he and his wife could prepare
an extensive list of these persons which he would furnish
when completed.
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PETER SPENCER BERKSON^eelQj, r«sidence,l _
telephone Numberf|H|HLVL'Mas interviewed at his

[ence. BERKSON advised he is a student at Pierce Junior
College, Woodland Hills, California, and is employed as a box boy,
part time, at the Food Fair Market, Tarzana, California. He
further added that he is a professional free-lance photographer,
as are his father, ALBERT BERKSON, of the same address. and his
brother, DENWTSBgRKSQN^wî j£sides ^ ^ ^
A B f l B S f l ^ B ^ H B ^ ^ C a l i f o r n i a , telephone Number

^ S H | BERKSON advised that he went to the Ambassador Hotel
in Los Angeles, California, at approximately 10:00 p.m., on
June 4, 1968, to photograph Senator ROBERT KENNEDY'e victory
celebration. He advised he carried a 35 millimeter s t i l l camera
with a "strobe" light" flash attachment and was shooting color film.

BERKSON advised he took some general photographs of
the Embassy Room at the hotel prior to Senator KENNEDY'S arrival
in the^oom and also took photographs of KENNEDY during his
victory speech.

BERKSON advised that he followed KENNEDY and his
group as they left the stage and was approximately twenty feet
from him as they approached the doors to a kitchen located off
the Embassy.-Room.

BERKSON advised that he could not recall exactly the
next few minutes of activity; however, he recalled that as
KENNEDY was about to enter the kitchen, he observed a female
Caucasian run hurriedly away from the hallway or possibly out
of the kitchen and heard her yel l , "fire". He advised that the
woman appeared to be in her late twenties or early th i r t ies ,
was huskily built , had reddish brown hair, and was wearing a
navy blue dress. He advised the woman appeared panicky as she
ran from the area of the kitchen door. He could not recall her
to be wearing any hat or glasses or any poli t ical campaign
paraphernalia. BERKSON advised he did not further observe this
woman; however, he believed that she was possibly photographed
by the television and movie cameras which were following Senator
KENNEDY'S movements as he left the Embassy Room.

I on 6/7/68 Tarzana, California File Angeles 56-I56
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BERKSON advised that about this time, he heard what
sounded like two gunshots from the area outside the kitchen
door. He could not recall If there were additional gunshots
as there was loud screaming and yelling from, the approximately
25 - 50 people' located in the area from which the shots were
fired. BERKSON stated that after hearing the shots, he
Immediately held the camera over his head and took several
photographs of the area from which the shots came. He stated that
he did not observe the individual who fired the shots nor did
he observe the alleged assassin, SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN, or his
apprehension, following the attack; however, he indicated he may
have possibly photographed him in the series of photographs he
took. BERKSON stated that he did not observe Senator KENNEDY
at the time he was shot; however, he did observe and photograph
him while he was lying on the floor. He advised that he observed
Senator KENNEDY moving his mouth but could not discern what
Senator KENNEDY.was saying.

^ He' advised that he observed another man who was
apparently a victim of the same attack which felled Senator
KENNEDY. He observed this man lying on the floor near the
kitchen and observed that this man was bleeding profusely from
the back of his head.

BERKSON advised that he remained at the hotel until
approximately 1:30 a.m. on June 5, 1968. He advised that after
shooting all of his film, he assisted his brother, DENNIS, who
was, in turn, working as an assistant to one of the NBC newsreel
photographers covering the event.

BERKSON advised that he returned home and his father
called the Time-Life Magazine in New York City, New York, regarding
the film taken by him, PETER BERKSON.

BERKSON advised that his father then delivered the
film to the Life Magazine office in Beverly Hills, California,
where the film was developed. BERKSON advised he was paid $750
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by Life Magazine for the film and that the iilm was subsequently
forwarded to Time-Life Magazine, New York City, New York. He
advised the film was sent to RICHARD POLLARD, Life Photo Editor,
Time and Life Building, New York, and that this individual would
have copies or knowledge of the film.

BERKSON advised ^hat his father left the Ambassador
Hotel iJrior to the assassination of Senator KENNEDY; however,
his brother, DENNIS, was present at the hotel at the time and
could possibly furnish information concerning events relating
to the assassination.

v BERKSON advised that the film he shot in connection
with Senator.KENNEDY'S assassination was now the property of
Time-Life Magazine and that he presently had no photographs,
prints, or negatives of the film he shot.
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RALPH ELMORE,
North Hollywood, California, furnished ti

Apartmeni ^
owing information;

He is employed ae a television engineer for the
American Broadcasting Company and was on duty on the evening
of June 4, 1968, at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles,
covering the election program involving ROBERT KENNEDY. He
was situated most of the evening in the vicinity of the podium
in what he believed to be the Embassy Room, and KENNEDY talked
to the crowd shortly before midnight that evening.

Following KENNEDY'S talk, he followed the KENNEDY
party to the rear of the podium. The group turned right into
a kitchen area located at the right rear of the podium, and
he followed the group, carrying a microphone in one hand and
wearing an ear piece in his ear. He was aware that the
eventual destination of the party was the downstairs Ambassador
Room but was not aware of the intended route the group planned
to take to get to this room. He was of the impression that
ROBERT KENNEDY was directly in front of him but found out later
that it was actually PAUL SCHRADE. When the group entered the
kitchen,".'he'estimated that there were approximately twenty
people >n the' kitchen, which included the KENNEDY party and
aeveral hotel enployees. He then heard four sounds in rapid
succession that sounded like Chinese firecrackers exploding.
The ne::t thing he knew, a man was lying on the floor directly
beneath him on his back and the man's face was covered with
blood. He thought at the instant this man was ROBERT KENNEDY
and immediately linked elbows with several individuals in the
immediate vicinity in an attempt to hold back the crowds that
had been attracted by the noise to the kitchen area and were
attesting to enter the kitchen. A fellow worker, an electrician,
was successful in getting GOLDSTEIN and WILLIAM WEISEL out of
the way so that they would not be trampled by the crowds.
GOLDSTEIN had been struck in the leg, and WEISEL in the abdomen
by bullets.

On
6/6/68 a(.N»rth Hollywood, Cal i fornia^ # Los Angeles 56-156
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He then became aviare that the crowd vias giving most
of their attention to a man lying on the floor in front of the
ice machine and then realized that this person must be ROBERT
KENNEDY. He had the impression that about 25 or 30 feet in
front of him there was a hand resting on a serving table holding
a, small barreled gun pointed directly at him and that it was
"spitting flame" He- lost sight of the hand and the gun and
does not recall actually seeing the individual holding the gun.

He and several others had continued to attempt to
hold back the crowd from the kitchen area by linking elbows,
and he remembers one of these individuals as being a large Negro.
He also recalls.that about this time some man came charging
toward him swinging his arms, and shortly thereafter several
of KENNEDY'S* assistants arrived on the scene to render assistance
to Mr. KENNEDY. He then realised that the man on the floor at
his feet was PAUL SCHRADE, and he was subsequently successful
in transporting SCHRADE and WEISEL down the freight elevator
to an ambulance.

He does not know and lias no recollection of seeing
SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN at the Ambassador Hotel. He saw
SIRHAN's photograph in the newspaper later in the day.
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JODIE SAMS, Steward's Assistant,
Los Angele^ California, "with residence at __
Apartxnen^H Los Angeles, California, advised that he was work-
ing at the conveyor at the coffee shop in the basement of the
hotel on Monday night, June 3, 1963. Sometime between 9:00 p.m.
and 10:00 p.m. on that date an individual walking in the cor-
ridor adjacent to the conveyor asked SAMS how he could get out of
the building. SAMS told this individual if he was a guest in
the hotel he cou3d proceed on down to the main lobby and then
out of the building. However, If he was an employee or a trades-
man he should turn around and continue through the corridor to
the rear parking lot. The individual mumbled something to the
effect, "I'll go this v.-ay" and proceeded in the direction of
the main lobby of the hotel.

SAMS stated the individual did not appear to be a
guest a6 he was dressed shabbily and had dirty gray trousers.
SAMS particularly noted that the seat of the trousers -were un-
usually dirty. SAMS stated he took this individual to be a
Mexican because he was swarthy and had what at the time SAMS
thought was a Mexican accent but definitely an accent of some
type.

^ SAMS stated that on Wednesday evening, June 5> I960,
after the shooting of Senator ROBERT F, KENNEDY he saw a picture
of the alleged assailant in one of the Los AngeleE newspapers
and recognized this individual as looking very much like the
individual who had questioned him as to directions in the base-
ment of the hotel on Monday night, June 3, 1968.

SAMS described the individual to whom he had given
directions on Monday night, June 3, I96S as follows:

Sex
Race
Age
Build
Height

Male
Possibly Mexican
Mid 20's
Slight
Short of stature

On6/6/63 aLos Angelce, California Los AngeleE 56-156
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Complexion
Hair

Sv*artliy
Bushy black hair
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Miss ROBIN KAREN CASDEN, age'
California, telephone numbers

^ ^ ^ a s advised of the identity of the interviewing
agendas an agent of the FBI. At this time, in the presence
of her mother, Mrs. BEATRICE CASDEN, Miss CASDEN furnished
the following information relative to the shooting of
Senator ROBERT P. KENNEDY:

She is a fan of Senator ROBERT KENNEDY and,
accompanied by three of her friends, went to the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles on June 4, 1968, in order to hear
Senajbor KENNEDY'S speech. She was accompanied to the
Ambassador Hote^b^gerEir^fri end, CORKY MC MAHON, who

LAURIE PORTER, telephone number qgg//^//H CORKYaoes not
have a telephone connected at the present time.

> Miss CASDEN recalled that she and her friends
arrived at the Ambassador Hotel at approximately 8:30 p.m.,
and went to the ballroom. They arrived at the doors of
the ballroom at approximately 8:35 p.m., but did not go in.
They were unable to get into the ballroom inasmuch as there
were people at the door checking for press cards. She and
the others in her group, at this point, saw LAURIE'S mother
and father, Mr. and Mrs. JERRY PORTER. JERRY PORTER was
recently elected a California State Senator. Mr. and Mrs.
JERRY PORTER were also outside the ballroom attempting to
get in. Inasmuch as they were unable to get into the
ballroom, she, CORKY and LAURIE went to the kitchen area
and slipped in and went straight through the kitchen.
SCOTT also accompanied them. No one checked them in the
kitchen or at the kitchen door leading to the ballroom.

nn 6/3/68 .at Encino, California .File # LA 56-156
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She did not recall Beeing any guards in the kitchen or at the
kitchen door*. She actually entered the ballroom about Q:k$
to 6:50 p.m. There were several hundred people milling around
in the room. She noticed a small group of singers and musicians
on the platform* This group also moved around the ballroom
entertaining the people. Vhen Miss CASDEN and her friends
actually got into the ballroom, they met IRA GOLDSTEIN and had
a short conversation with him. IRA then walked on mingling
with other people. CORKY and SCOTT decided to stay in one place
and wait for the speech of ROBERT KENNEDY.

LAURIE and ROBIN just walked "around and talked
to various people. Later, LAURIE and ROBIN separated*
Miss CASDEN noticed that although people were checking
the other doors to the ballroom, she did not see anyone
guarding or checking people entering from the kitchen door,
and many people came through the kitchen into the ballroom.

She recalled that Senator KENNEDY came into the
ballroom about ll:U-5 p.m. CORKY and SCOTT were still sitting
in chairs close to the news telephones. Miss CASDEN kept
going bapk and forth to talk with CORXY and SCOTT* She
met IRA/ GOLDSTEIN again and began wandering around with
him observing the activities. Hiss CASDBW did not see
Senator KENNEDY come into the ballroom. She saw him first
on the speakers1 platform. During Senator KENNEDY'S speech
she and IRA went back to the kitchen to get a sandwich,
as some man who passed her mentioned that there were sandwiches
in the kitchen. They decided to make a quick trip to the
kitchen to get a sandwich and come back and listen to the
rest of Senator KENNEDY'S speech. Miss CASDEN and IRA went
to the kitchen; they observed no sandwiches. She recalled
that there were several people in the kitchen in addition
to hotel employees. She recalled seeing two waiters and
another employee cleaning tables. She recalled seeing a
person in the rear of the kitchen area who may possibly
have been the suspect, SIRHAN S2RHAN. At that time, she
was just vaguely aware of this individual in the rear of
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the kitchen. She recalled this person as having dark hair
and appearing to be of Mexican extraction. She recalled
that he was not wearing a suit; however, she could not
remember the type of clothing this person actually was
wearing. She stated that she had Been a photograph
of the suspect, SIRHAN SIRHAN, but was unable to state
definitely that the person In the rear of the kitchen
was or WAS not Identical to SIRHAN SIRHAN.

She also noted there were several men in suits
In the kitchen area and one or two women. She was unable
to recall any specific details or descriptive data on these
Individuals. Her impression is that this all occurred
in two or three minutes. Then Senator KENNEDY came Into
the kitchen from the ballroom with his party. She and
IRA GOLDSTEIN stepped back out of his path. Senator
KENNEDY was shaking hands with people. He shook hands with
a waiter near Miss CASDEN and then approached her. He
smiled and shook her hand and passed on, taking about three
steps. At this, point, Mlsa CASDEN heard two separate
consecutive noises, resembling a cap gun shot. Ecaeone
fell against Miss CASDEN at this point and then she heard
the rest of the shots. The shots came in a jerky, but
rapid manner. She realized that they were shots after
the person fell against her. She recalled that there was
a lull between the first two shots and the remainder of
the shots. During this lull, the individual who fell against
her continued to the floor. The lull appeared to her as
only four or five seconds. The shots commenced again
and she heard a woman scream. Miss CASDEN moved to the
side toward the wall to avoid the shots and then continued
her movement to leave the kitchen area. Later, after
reflection of the circumstances, she thought perhaps
the person who fell against her after the first two shots
and then fell on the floor may have been Senator KENNEDY.
At any rate. It was positively the person who was struck
by the first two bullets.
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Miss CASDEN stated that she did not observe the
person Who actually did the shooting. ' She
made her way out of the kitchen into the ballroom In a
matter of a few seconds. She was hysterical, but recognized
her friends, CORKY and SCOTT, who tried to calm her.
SCOTT left to 'see what happened and CORKY stayed with Miss
CASDEN and attempted to calm her and wipe some blood off
her face. A plain-clothes man with a badge in his wallet
came up and displayed the badge to Miss- CASDEN and CORKY.
This man seeing CORKY wiping the blood from Miss CASDEN1s
face-.-asked if she had been shot. She told him no. He
asked if she wanted a doctor and CORKY said yes inasmuch
as Miss- CASDEN was still hysterical. The man immediately
went and obtained something for Miss CASDEN to drink.
She does not recall what it was. At this point, SCOTT
came back and Miss CASDEN had calmed down by this time.
The man with the badge had asked them to move out of the
area, sovthey left. On the way out they saw LAURIE and
another, girl, with her. LAURIE and this girl also left
together.

Miss CASDEN stated that at the time of the shooting
she was wearing a white sheer dress, with a white on white
flower design. She recalled that the dress had several
blood spots on it. She stated that she still has the dress
but that It was washed and the spots removed.

Miss CASDEN described herself as 5'3", 120 pounds,
hazel eyes, long brown hair, born June 1, 1952. She was
observed to be Caucasian. Miss CASDEN stated that on the
night of the KENNEDY shooting she was wearing her hair
long in the back with a ponytail on .top, with a white bow
in front of her hair.

She recalled that the actual shooting took place
at approximately 12:15 a.m., on the morning of June 5$ 1968.

435
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She was unable to recall any further details
of this matter at this time; however, she stated that
sometime after the shooting, date, place or time unrecalled,
LAURIE told her something to the effect that she (LAURIE)
had possibly s'een the suspect prior to the shooting and
perhaps talking to a guard. Miss CASDEN was unable to
say If LAURIE was kidding or Just hysterical.
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Krs. CAROL ANN BRESERAHS ,fPBHB^im^^B La
Canada, California, was interviewed atKenneflyTorrresident
ânrpaign Headquarters, £61$ Wilshire Boulevard, Loa Angeles,
California, and she furnished the following information.

She has been a volunteer campaign worker for the
KENNEDY Group for the past four months, and was in attendance
at the election returns party at the Ambassador Hotel in Loa
Angeles on June ii, 1968. One of her paramount duties as a
campaign worker involved taking charge of the KENNEDY Girls.

On the evening of June U-* 1968, she was in the
Embassy Room at the .Ambassador Hotel and had a number of the
KENNEDY Girls stationed near the stage.' Kee.r Midnight,
awaiting the arrival of Senator KENNEDY, on the right side
of the stage as one faces the sta.ge, she noticed a girl on an
elevated section which had been prepared for a television
camera.? This girl was seemingly out of place since she was
wearing'a white dress with MC CARTHY written over the dress in
blue letters. She also noticed that the girl was not wearing
a yellow press badge which was required of most of the individuals
present in the Embassy Room. This girl was in her early 20's,
between 125 to 130 pounds, and had shoulder length, dark hair.

> Following his speech, which ended shortly after
midnight, Senator KENNEDY exited from the stage through a
curtained entrance in the rear of the stage and proceeded
with his party toward the double doors leading to the kitchen
area on the right rear section of the stage. She estimated
that there were about ten persons in Senator KENNEDY'S party
which included his bodyguards, ne\*spaper men and ROOSEVELT &RIER.

She was standing between the stage and the entrance to
the double doors leading to the kitchen, about six or eight feet
from these double doors. She spoke briefly to Senator KENNEDY
as he passed with his party, and shortly after that, after he
had passed through the double doors, she heard shots. The
first two sounded like popping balloons, but the next eight
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shots sounded like gunshots, and they all sounded similar.
She ran forward toward the kitchen area and believed that she
saw Senator KENNEDY falling to the floor. There were about 20
people in the kitchen at the time, and she did not see anyone
holding a gun or shooting a gun. She did notice three or four
people who appeared to be scuffling in the kitchen area. She
did not see SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN and does not know anything
about this individual.

There -was a lot of Ehooting and yelling going on in
the r.oom, and one woman came out of the kitchen area with blood
on her head. She heard someone calling for a doctor and
immediately proceeded to the press area on the other side of
the stage in an attempt to find a telephone to call for a
doctor. Several doctors were subsequently located in attendance
and went back to the kitchen area to treat the injured. Later,
she returned to the press area and obtained some ice to be
used :%n tr-eating the Injured. Because of the crowd, she was
unable to get into the kitchen area but managed to pass the
ice through the crowd into the kitchen area. She did recall
seeing Senator KENNEDY lying on the floor with a lot of blood
around his head. Another boy who had apparently been injured
was seated in a chair in the kitchen area and was being treated.

She has no knowledge of why anyone would want to
shoot ROBERT P. KENNEDY except that apparently someone did not
wish to see him become President of the United States.
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On June 5>
uene

1963, Mr. ENRIQUE RABAGO?
by

0KBBHHaiBB g , California,
voluntariiyTppeareaat the Los Angeles Office of the FBI
to furnish information they believed pertinent to the assault
of Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY at the Ambassador Hotel on
June 5> 1968.

RABAGO and Mr. CORDERO requested that they
;r and this interview was conducted by

o identified himself to them as a
.Agent of the^FBI.Speci

Mr. ENRIQUE RABAGO advised that on the Fourth of
June 19685 he traveled to the Ambassador Hotel on Vilshire
Boulevard, Los Angeles, accompanied by his friend, HUMPHREY
CORDERO, to observe activities at the KENNEDY Election Head-
quarters. •' RABAGO stated that he end CORDERO arrived at the
Ambassador Hotel in his, RABAGO's3 panel truck at some time
"between the hours of 9 and 9:30 FM. Mr. RABAGO advised that
he parked his panel truck several blocks from the Ambassador
Hotel in that no closer parking spaces were available and he
end CORDERO then proceeded to the front door of the Ambassador
Hotel.

RABAGO advised that he and CORDERO were both dressed
in casual clothing and because of this he hesitated to enter
the main lobby of the hotel. He stated, however^ that he
and CORDERO did enter at CORDERO's urging, but became separated
due to the large crowd approximately ten minutes after their arrive"

RABAGO stated that since he could not locate CORDERO,
he returned to the porch area at the mein entrance to the
hotel uhere he hoped to locate him. RABAGO advised that upor
arriving at the front porch, he noticed a greet many people
standing and talking about the election and RABAGO disclosed
that he entered into a general conversation with a number of
people standing there. Mr. RABAGO advised that it was at this time
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that he first observed an individual whom he later recognized
to be identical with the individual whose picture appeared
on the front page of the Los Angeles Herald Examiner on
June 5, 1968. RABAGO advised that the local newspapers
identified the individual in question as SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN.
RABAGO advised that this individual was standing on the porch
alone sipping from a drink and he stated that at this time
he engaged this man in conversation concerning the election.
RABAGO advised that he said to the individual, whom he later
learned to be named SIRHAN, "Are we going to win?1', and to
this SIRHAN replied, "I think we're going to win," RABAGO
said that he replied to SIRHAN, "I don't know,MC CARTHY is
ahead now.", to which SIRHAN replied, "Don't worry about him
if he doesn't win, the son of a bitch, he is a millionaire and
he doesn't need to win. He just wants to go to the White
House but even if he wins he's not going to do anything for
you or for me or for any of the poor people." RABAGO advised
that this man continued talking to him and told him. that
"KENNEDY did not care about any poor people and merely sought
to gain ;fche Presidency for personal reasons." RABAGO advised
also that this individual was apparently becoming very disgusted
with Mr. KENNEDY and told him that "KENNEDY was going to buy
the Presidency."

RABAGO stated at this point in the conversation, he
was about to leave in disgust when his friend HUMPHREY CORDERO
located him on the front porch. RABAGO stated CORDERO asked
him where he had been and after explaining, CORDERO said to
him, "Let's go back into the lobby . RABAGO stated that he
replied to CORDERO in the negative in that his clothes were
not adequate to which CORDERO replied, by turning to the
individual, whom he later learned to be identical to SIRHAN
and saying, "Look at my friend, he doesn't want to go in
because of his clothing. What do you think of that?" RABAGO
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advised that to this comment the individual in question,
replied, "We're voters. I can go in there like this. I
just returned from the RAFFERTY Headquarters." RABAGO stated
that SIBHAN then proceeded to relate an incident to HUMPHREY
CORDERO that had occurred to him inside the RAFFERTY Campaign
room. RABAGO disclosed that SIRHAN told CORDERO that he had
gone in to order a drink and that the people in there had
stered at him and obviously disliked him because of his
clothing. RABAGO advised that he continued by telling CORDERO
that th^ "big wheels" stared at him while he ordered a drink
from the hostess and that he "showed them" by paying for his
drink with a $20 bill and leaving the change for the hostess.
RABAGO stated further that SIRHAN told HUMPHREY that "Its
the money you have got that counts, not the way you look".

/RABAGO' stated that at this point in the conversation,
he walked towards the television monitor and that this was the
last .time in the evening that he saw this individual whom
he later learned to be identical with SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN.

RABAGO advised again that the individual in question
was positively alone when he observed him and at no time did
he ever see this men speaking with anyone but himself or
HUMPHREY CORDERO.

RABAGO stated that from his conversation with this
man he definitely obtained the impression that he, SIRHAN,
did not like Mr. KENNEDY personally due to the fact that
he was a millionaire.

RABAGO stated that he had never seen the individual,
identified as SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN, before and that the length
of his conversation with him was approximately five minutes
long.
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RABAGO advised that he and CORDERO stayed at the
campaign headquarters watching the election results until
approximately 10:15 to 10:30 FM, at which time they left
for their homes in his panel truck.

RABAGO advised that later that evening, possibly
in. the early hours of the following morning, he heard the
news of the shooting of ROBERT KENNEDY on his radio. He
stated, however, that it was not until the following day that
he first saw a television picture of the man accused of shooting
Mr". KENNEDY. RABAGO advised that he positively recognized
this individual to be the same as the man he had spoken to
at the Ambassador Hotel on the previous evening, June k, I96S.
RABAGO advised further that on the afternoon of June 5> 19o8,
he again saw this individual's picture on the front page of
the Los Angeles Herald Examiner in which he was identified
as the accused assaulter of ROBERT F. KENNEDY. He disclosed
that he saw this' picture in the Herald Examiner when HUMPHREY
CORDERO^purchased the afternoon paper and brought it to him.

RABAG1 advised that immediately after seeing this
picture he and his friend, HUMPHREY CORDERO, drove to the
Los Angeles Office of the FBI where tftflY Q^Vived shortly after
5 o'clock and were interviewed by SA
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On June 6, 1963, Mr. ENRIQUE RABAGOf _^
iBuena Park, California, voluntarily returned to

..os Angeles Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
accompanied by HUMPHREY CORDERO, • • • ^ • • ^ • • • • • i Los
Angeles, and furnished the
statementtoSpec^^Agent S^HH|H9^^HEi^Hi and Special
Agent PB^HBBSBID^^ho identifieaTneraeelves to him as
Special Agents of the FBI.

"Los Angeles, California
June 6, 1968

" I , ENRIQUE RABAGO, make the following free and
.statement to 4LflBHBB9SB9LflHLSn^

ho have^RsntTfTeothemse^es to
Special Agents of the FBI.

t

"I am an American citizen born in San Antonio,
Texas, September 25, I<jfe6 and have attended two years
of high school in Mexico.
English language.

I can read and write in the

•'"On June k, 1968, I travelled to the Ambassador
Ho>el on'Wilshire Boulevard in Los .Angeles to observe
•the activities at the KENNEDY election headquarters.
I was accompanied on this trip by my friend, HUMPHREY
OTTO CORDERO. We arrived in the vicinity of the
Ambassador Hotel at approximately 9:00 - 9:30 p.m.,
June M, 1968, parked several blocks from the hotel and
walked to the main entrance to the KENNEDY headquarters
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"I did not feel like going in to the building in
that I was not dressed in a suit, but was wearing
casual clothing, however, my friend, HUMPHREY CORDERO,
urged me to go in -with him. We entered the main lobby
of the hotel and after approximately ten minutes I
became separated from CORDERO due to the large number
of people standing around-

"I could not see HUMPHREY CORDERO and I. there-
fore walked to the porch area at the front of the main
entrance on Seventh Street hoping that he would find me
the're. Upon arriving on the front porch, I noticed
a great many people standing there talking. I started
talking to several of these people in a general con-
versation concerning the election returns and it "was
at this time that I first observed an individual -whom
I later learned to be identical with SIEHAN BISHARA
SIRHAN itfom pictures in the *Los Angeles Herald Examin-
er'' as "well as local television programs This in-
dividual was standing on the porch alone sipping from
a drink and I engaged him in conversation concerning
the election. I said to him 'Are we going to win?' and
he answered 'I think we are going to win.1 At this
time I said to him 'I don't know MC CARTHY is ahead
no*;1 and he replied 'Don't worry about him if he
doesn't win, the son of a bitch, he's a millionaire
and he doesn't need to win. He justcwants to go to
the White House, but even if he wins.he's not going
to do anything for you or for me or for any of the
poor people.1 This man continued talking to me and
he told me that 'KENNEDY did not care about any poor
people and merely sought to gain the Presidency for
personal reasons'. I feel that thie man was becoming
very disgusted with Mr. KENNEDY and at this time told
me that'KENNEDY was going to buy the Presidency1.
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"At this point I became disgusted with this
individual's opinions and was about to walk away
when my friend, HUMPHREY CORDERO, arrived. HUMPHREY
CORDERO asked me vihere I had * been and I told him
I had become lost in the crowd and had come to the
porch to wait for him. HUMPHREY said to me *Let'B
go back into the lobby' and I told him that I did
not want to return because my clothes were not good
enough. At this point HUMPHREY turned to the man
t later recognized from the 'Los AngeleE Herald
Examiner1 to be the man accused of assaulting ROBERT
KENNEDY and beckoned to me saying 'Look at my friend,
he doesn't want to go in because of his clothing.
What do you think of that?1 To this comment the
man in question replied 'We're voters. We can go in
there like this. I just returned from the RAPPERTY
headquarters.' At this time he told HUMPHREY CORDERO
abput an 'incident that occurred to him inside the
RAFPERTY campaign room. He told HUMPHREY that he
had gone in to order a drink and that the people
in there stared at him and obviously did not like
him because of his clothing. He also told HUMPHREY
that these 'big wheels' watched him as he ordered
a drink from the hostess and he continued by telling
CORDERO that he 'showed them'by paying for his drink
with a $20.00 bill and leaving the change for the
hostess. He told HUMPHREY, at this point, that
'it is the money you have got that counts, not the
way you look.• I cannot positively quote the above
conversation between CORDERO and this man because at
the same time I was watching a television monitor
concerning the election results.

"At this point I walked into the main lobby to
be closer to the television set and this was the last
time I saw the man in question. This individual was
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"positively alone -when I saw him and at no time did
I see him talking with anyone but HUMPHREY CORDERO
or myself. I definitely got the impression from
talking with this man that he did not like Mr.
KENNEDY personally because of the fact that he was
a millionaire.

"The entire length of my conversation with this
'fifan was approximately five minutes.

' ."HUMPHKEY CORDERO and I stayed at the campaign
headquarters until approximately 10:15 or 10:30 p.m.
at which time we left going in my panel truck to
our homes.

•'r"Later' that evening I first heard of the shooting
of -.ROBERT KENNEDY on the radio, but it was not until
the" next day that I first sav, a television picture
of the man who is accused of shooting Mr. KENNEDY.
I recognized this man to be the same as the man I had
spoken to at the Ambassador Hotel on the previous
evening. Later this same day, June 5, 19^3, I
again saw this man's picture on the front page of
the 'Los Angeles Herald Examiner1 identified as the
Individual accused of assaulting ROBERT KENNEDY.
I first saw this paper when HUMPHREY CORDERO purchased
it and brought it to my truck. Immediately after
seeing this picture and discussing the situation,
HUMPHREY CORDERO and I drove to the Los Angeles Office
of the FBI, arriving at approximately 5:00^^^22

1 t i I by Special Ageni

"Special Agent HK^EiiIiS6S9naS shown me photo-
graphs of six male Caucasians and from these pictures
I picked the photograph of an individual whom I am cer-
tain was the individual that I had talked to on the
night of June k, 1968 at the Ambassador Hotel.
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"To the best of ay memory the man I talked with
at the Ambassador Hotel can be described as:

"Male
Caucasian
Height - between 5!i+" - 5*5"
Weight - 120 - 130 lbs.
Complexion - dark
Hair - dark, very kinky
Age - early 20s
Characteristics - appeared to be of Mexican

origin;
appeared to be educated,

* • but arrogant

"I have read the above statement consisting of
this page and five others and it is true and correct
to the best of my knowledge. I have initialled all correct-
ions ,*-

"iJitne
/ s / SA
/s/ SA1

FBI, LA, 6/6/68
Los Angeles, 6/6/63."

** After furnishing the above signed statement, RABAGO
added further that in his opinion the individual he identified
from photographs ae being identical with the man he had con-
versation with on the evening of June 4, 1968 at the Ambassador
Hotel was there alone. RABAGO stated he based this only on
an impression.

On June 6, 1968, Mr. RABAGO picked the photograph of
SIBHAN BISHARA SIRHAN from among photographs of six individual!
which vere exhibited to him by SA

duals
s being
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California
telephone)

Auto mechanic - unemployed
Married

loyed as

the individual he had observed and spoken to at the Ambassador
Hotel at approximately S:30 PM, on the evening of June 4, 1968.

The following is e description obtained through
observation and interview of ENRIQUE RABAQO:

Residence

Occupation
Marital status
"'Wife

Sex
Bsce
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes

,0 s Angeles,
Male
White - Mexican extraction
September 25» 1926
San Antonio, Texas
5*8"
I65 pounds
Black
Brown
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1968, Mr. HUMPHREY «TTO CfRDI
California> accompanied by

^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Buen? Park;, California,
voluntarily appeared at the Los Angeles Office of the FBI
to furnish information they believed pertinent to the assault
of Senrtor ROBERT F. KENNEDY at the Ambassador Hotel on
June 5, 1968.

r. RABAGO were

of the FBI.

On June 5, 1
interviewed tngethfer by SA
who identified himself to them as a

Mr, COKDERO advised that on the evening of June
1963^ he traveled vith his friend, ENRIQUE RABAGO in his,
RABAG©-*£, panel truck to the Ambassador Hotel on Vilshnre
Boulevard. He stated that they went to the Ambassador to
observe the activities in^connection with the campaign',
activities Of ROBERT KENNEDY.. He edvisfed that tney' •:• '.*.,
arrived at the Ambassador Hotel at approximately 9 - 9*3°
after parking some two blocks away.

;CORDER0 advised thtt he and RABAGO entered the front
entranceV6f the Ambassador Hotel into the KENNEDY Campaign
Headquarters* ef ter e smell delay* due to the reluctance on
the part of his friend, RABAGO; to enter the room due to the
casual nature of h:.s clothes. CORDERO advised that after
approximately ten minutes he becrme seperated from his friend,
RABAGO, due to the nature and size of the crov:d.

CORDERO advised that after looking for RABAGO for
approximately five ftinutes* he walked to the porch area at the
front entrance of the hotel where he sav; RABAGO speaking to
another individual who was sipping from a drink. He advised
that he walked up to RABAGO and asked him where he had been.
CORDERO advised that after a short conversation with
RABAGO1 s, -he told ̂ iro,.% RABAGO., to return to the lobby* , .*•"".-
of the Ambassador Hotel. CORDERO stated that RABAGO objected
saying that he was not dressed properly to which he^ CORDERO>

On 6/5/66 at. Los Angeles, Cellfornir Los Angeles 56-156

Date dictated 6/7/66^
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replied, "Look at the guy standing next to you, he's dressed
in the same manner that we are." CORDERO disclosed that the
individual he h?d used as an example replied to him, "Why
shouldn't we go in there> we're putting them in office. I
just caiae from 4the RAFFERTY Campaign Center and Lounge. As
I walked in the hostess looked down et me "because they were
dressed like millionaires and I was dressed like this. I
took out a $20 bill, bought a drink and left her the change.
Then she was all smiles It goes to show you that its not
how you look, its what you got.'' CORDERO stated that this
individual... appeared to be extremely aggravated by the fact
that he was looked down upon by rich people ar-d CORDERO
advised fchst he said to hira that these "Rich people looked at
me as if I was dirt". CORDERO stated that this individual
told him that he had "showed them", indicating the rich people,
by his actions involving the $20 bill.

advised that he definitely received the
impression frpm his conversation with this individual that he
vias particularly discontented and disgruntled with "rich
people", particularly because of the incident occurring at
the RAFFERTY Lounge.

CORDERO stated that his conversation vith this
individual lasted only a few minutes and terminated when
ENRIQUE RABAGO walked away from the group and was followed
closely by himself, CORDERO.

CORDERO advised that at no time did he observe this
individual speak to anyone but himself or RABAGO. He stated
also thet he has never seen this man before and after the
termination of his conversation with him on the night of
June 4, 1968, never saw him again during that evening.
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CORDERO advised that he and RABAGO remained at the
Ambassador Hotel until approximately 10:15 or 10:30 PM, at
which time they left for their homes in RABAGO's panel truck.

CORDERO stated that the first he heard of the attack
upon Senator KENNEDY was late in that saae evening on the
radio. He advised.that the following day, June 5, 1968, he
met ENRIQUE RABAGO in downtown Los Angeles• ct which time
RABAGO told him that he had seen the picture of the individual
accused of shooting Senator KENNEDY and was positive that
this WSB the sane man that they had conversed with on the
previous evening to the Ambassador Hotel.

CORLERD advised that he and RABAGO waited until the
late edition of the Herald Examiner came on the stands at which
time he, CORDERO, purchased the peper and immediately recognized
the photograph of the individual appearing on the fTont page,
v;ho was accused of shooting Senator KENNEDY, es being the same
man he had' spoken to on the previous evening at the Ambassador
Hotel. JSORDER'O stated positively that the man he had spoken
to at'the Ambassador Hotel was identic&l with the individual^,
SIRHAN BISHARA SIRHAN, whose name and photograph appeared in
various Los .Angeles nev.-spapers.

CORDERO advised that he and RABAGO immediately traveled
;he FBI where they were interviewed
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June 6, 1963, Mr. HUMPHREY
H L O S Angeles^ California;, voluntarily returned

;o WTe^Los~ftngeles Office of theFedera^Bureauof Investigation
accompanied by ENRIQUE RABAGO, flflBBHHBIHil Buena Park,
California, and furnished thefo^^wiiigfreeand voluntary
statementt^BpecialAgent B B B H B B S B B I H M ^ an<^ Special
Agent tfm^^^SH9^HHroho ;Rent^Rrear^^Hf^Hves to him as

"Los Angeles> California
June 6, 1966

"I, HUMPHREY OTTO COKDERO,
ind yninnfiflrv ^"t.amanf to

ho have identified themselves to
s"of the FBI.

"I was born in New York City, New York, April k>
1934v-and have attended three years of high school
at Pewitt Clinton High School, New York, New York.
I atn able to read and write English fluently.

;i0n the evening of June ^4 196S, I travelled
with my friend, ENRIQUE RABAGO, in his panel truck
to the vicinity of the Ambassador Hotel on Wilshire
Boulevard. We went to the Ambassador to observe the
activities there in connection with the election re-
turns concerning ROBERT KENNEDY. V7e arrived at the
Ambassador Hotel at approximately 9:00 - 9:30 p.m.
after parking some two blocks away. We entered the
front entrance to the KENNEDY campaign headquarters

On
6/6/68 Los Angeles, California • Los Angeles 56-15'

.File #
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"and after approximately ten minutes I became se-
parated from my friend, ENRIQUE RABAGQ, because of
the large number of people in the crowd. I looked for
ENRIQUE for about five minutes at which time I -walked
to the porch area at the front entrance \;here I saw
ENRIQUE talking to another individual who was sipping
a drink. I walked up to ENRIQUE and asked him where
he had been. He told rae had become separated by the
crowd and had walked to the front door to see if he
could find me.

i "I told ENRIQUE to come with me and we would
go back into the lobby, but he objected saying that
he was not properly dressed to return inside in that
he was only wearing casual clothes. I told him 'Look
at the guy standing next toyou, he's dressed in the
same-/Banner-that we are.1 At this time this in-
dividual .said viords to the effect that 'why shouldn't
we'-'go in" there, we're putting them in office.1 He
also said 'I Just came from the RAFFERTY campaign
center and lounge. As I walked in the hostess look-
ed down at me because they were dressed like
millionaires and I was dressed like this. I took
out a $20.00 bill, bought a drink (indicating the
one In his hand) and left her the change." At this
point he said 'Then she was all smiles. It goes to
show you, it's not hov: you look, it's what you got.1

He appeared to me tD be very aggravated by the fact
that he was looked down upon by these 'rich people'
and he said that these 'rich people looked at me as
if I was dirt.' He implied that although everyone
in there looked to be a millionaire, he had 'showed
them' by his actions involving the $20.00 bill.

"I got the impression during my conversation
with this man that he was discontented and especially
disgruntled with 'rich people', particularly involving
the incident at the RAFFERTY lounge.
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"My conversation mitb this man lasted only a
fsv; minutes and the convei sat Ion. ended when EfflRIQUE
RABAGO and I followed by this wan returned into the
lobby of the'Ambassador to vtatch'the election results
on .the television nonltox. I , at no tirae, observed
this man speaking to anyone but myself and RABAG-O.
After parting v<ith this individual I did not see hiia
•ffgain during the evening, RABAGO and I stayed at
the. Ambassador Hotel unt i l approximately 10:15 -
10^30 p.m. at Vihleh time *e left for oar hoines in
RABAGO's panel truck.

:The f i r s t that I had heard of the attack upon
ROBERT KENNEDY -was later that evening on the rafilo.
The *Dllov;ln3 day, June 5, 1963, ENRIQUE RABAGO met
me Oin downtown Los Angeles and told tie that he believed
,tfre individual ve had talked to on the previous even-
ing was the man accused of shooting Senator KENNEDY,
tfe waited unti l the late edition of the 'Herald
Exsuniner1 came out at vhich tine I looked at the photo-
graph of the wan on the front page vho vas accused
of shooting Senator KENNEDY and I positively recog-
nized him as beinc the man that I had spoken to on
the previous evening at the Ambassador Hotel.

"Immediately after vievins this paper BABAGO and
I drove to the Los Angeles Office of the FBI v;here
\vere interviewed by Special Agent

"On June 6, I£o3, Special Agent _ _ _ _ ^ _ _
showed me the photographs of six male Caucasians
fror/i these pnotociapns I positively identified one man
as being Identical with the individual I had seen at the
Ambassador Hotel on the night Senator KENNEDY vas shot.

"To the best of my memory I vould describe this
individual, that I saw at the Ambassador Hotel as
i ollovs:
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"Male
Caucasian
5.5"
Wei~ht - very slight, about 125 lbs.
Complexion - dark
Hair - dark, very kinky

1 . Age - early 20s
Characteristics - appeared to be Latin;

appeared intelligent

I(I read the above statements consisting of
this page and four others and I find then to be

and- correct to the best of rjy Iinowledge.

"A/.

"tfitnes

Los Angeles3 Calif. 9

FBI, Los Angeles,

FBI, Los Angeles,

On June 6, 1^63 HUJ4PHKEY OTTO COHDEÎO af ter fur-
nishing the above eigncd statement furnished addi t ional ly
the iL'preEeiDn that the individual he ident i f ied as being
at the Ambassador Hotel on the evening of June k9 1°6C viae
alone CORDERO advised txhat t h i s KBE based only on"en im-
pression received by hie through conversation with th i s in-
div idual .

a
On Jane 6, 1DS3 HUMPHREY OTTO COKDEBO

S.ocogrephE of nale individuals b,v __
Frora these photographs COKDEno picke

plSDtograph of "EIKHAN BISliARA SIRHAN ae beins iden t ica l
the individual v;lth r.hoci -he had conversation at the Ambassador
Hotel on the evening of June h, 1968.
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The following is a description obtained through
observation and interview of HUMPHREY OTTO CORDERO:

Residence

hie

Occupation
Sex
Race
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
P1B i l L»a Z. DwtluUo

A p a r t m e n B ^
Los AngeleSiCa^^ornla
telephone^HJ^B^^^H
Mechini s t ^TTn^SpWyed
Male
White - Puerto Rican extraction
April 4, 153^
New York, New York
5'10"
155 pounds
Black
Brown
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The following investigation was conducted on Jane
Zs 196O at Los Angeles, California by SA

Retail Merchants Credit Association,
Los An3el££^ ke±irornia, advised that she v<as unable to locate
any record for HUMPHRE^^J^O^BERO and BMKIQUE BABAGO. j

lerk,
unableTo locate a record for

reflected

r res
alifornia an<3 __

brnla. ' Hie most receut occupation v.ag shown

•
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/8/68

On June 7, 1953, the office o ROEERT MC GHEE,
p y Manager, Rafferty For Senator Co:;T.iittee, located in

the Republican State Central Cosmittee Headquarters. viaa
telephonlcally contacted by SA

Mr. MC GHEE advised that, to the best of his
Imowleoge, only ::.ale 'oarcenc'ers end waiters were In the
Rafferty Campaign Headquarters located in the Venetian Roor
at the Ambassador Hotel on the evening of June M, 1968
Mr. MC GHEE advised further that, to the best of his Icnowl-
eige. there were no "hostesses" serving drinlcs in the
Rafferty Campaign area; houever, he states that there were
several female party workers working in the Venetian Roow
on the nigjvt in question.

On S/7/68 ,f Log Angeles, California Viltt # Los Angeles 56-lpo

-Date dictated 6/8/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency: it and its contents arc not to be distribiled outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/B/6B

Mr. BLAISE MINNS, m | m ^ P Q m P p {
Los Angeles, California, adv^eatne^rie*JE>s^nipToyed in the
Venetian Room at the Ambassador HtteL as a waiter on the evening
of June Ht 1963.

Mr. MINNS advised that he did not hear that any of
the employees received a $20 t ip fcr 3 drink on the night of
June h-$. 1968. MINNS advised that although there were no
female employees working in the Venetian Room on the night of
June 4-5, 1968, there were eeverel female, RAFFERTY. campaign
employees who might have been able to order end deliver drinks
to customers.

ALL

On
6/8/66 at Los Angeles, California ff.)w # Los Angeles 56-156

-Date dictated
6/8/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distribi*ed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date

HAYEKHI, employee,
was interviewed at _̂

me he furnished the follow

June 7,

information

On the, night of June 4, 196S, he went to the
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, with his friends, 1ONNY
and JANET WORTHEY, to await the election returns and
to participate in the anticipated victory celebration for
Senator ROBERT KENNEDY. He end the WORTHEYs arrived at the
hotel at about 8:30 P.M. and went to the Embassy Room.
They found that they could not gain admittance to this room
because it was apparently reserved for the press. He and
the WORTHEYs then went to the first floor of the hotel and
to a room which had been reserved for the use of the KENNEDY
campaign workers1 victory celebration.

At about 9:30 P.M., while still in this room,
he went to*'one of' the two bars in the room, which he described
as the larger ,ber. He noticed an individual standing against
a wall, adjacent to the bar. This person appeared to be
out of place inasmuch as he did not seem to be joining in the
apparent festivity nor was he wearing any campaign buttons
or any tother items indicating his affiliation with the
KENNEDY campaign.

Since having seen newspaper photographs of the
alleged assassin of Senator KENNEDY, he believes this
individual to be identical with SIRHAN SIRHAN. He carried
ontno conversation with this individual and never saw him again
during that evening. This individual was wearing a sport shirt
and slacks, light in color. He observed no individuals
standing near this person. As WORTHEY's wife was pregnant
and not feeling well, MASHAYEKHI and the WORTHEYs left
the hotel tfrout 11:30 P M. and returned to Pasadena.

MASHAYEKHI furnished the following descriptive
information regarding himself:
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Sex
Race
Date of birth
Place of birth
Marital status
Height
Weight
Citizenship
Occupation
Address

Male
White
Jane 3, 1936
Tehran, Iran
Married
5 «io"
160 pounds
Iranian

^Pasadena, California
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/T/68

-ore, a

Y, employee,
was interviewed at

,e furnished the following

On the night of June k3 1968, he end his wife
accompanied a friend, SEROUS A. MASHAYEKHI, to the Ambassador
Hotel to await the election returns and participate in the
anticipated KENNEDY victory celebration. They arrived at the
hotel at about 8:30 or 9:00 p.m. and after finding that they
could not enter the Embassy Room, went to'the first floor of
the hotel and to a room which had apparently been reserved for
KENNEDY campaign workers* victory celebration. At about 10:00
p.m., when going to the bar to get a coke for his wife, he
accidentally bumped into an individual at the end of thiB
bar. After seeing newspaper photographs of SIRHAN SIRHAN,
he believes,the individual he bumped into was SIRHAN SIRHAN.
WORTHEY apologized for bumping into this person to which this
individual made no reply. A few minutes later WORTHEY
ooserved a female standing along Bide this individual, but
he did not observe them talking with each other. With the
lerge number of persons being in the room, he was not sure
that this.;female was in company with this individual. He
did not s'ee this individual or the female at any time later
in'the evening. He and his wife and KASHAYEKHI left the
hotel about 11:30 p.m. and returned directly to Pasadena.

On
6/7/68 Pasadena, California

File
Los Angeles 56-I56

Date dictated
6/7/68

This document contains neither reconunendatione Dor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Miss SANDRA SERRANr, 2212 North Mar*ng£>Street;
Altadena, (794-6514), advised she was co-chairman of the Youth
for KENNEDY Committee for the Pasadena-Altadena area. SERRANO
advised she Is 20 years old end employed by united.Insurance
Cbmpany 6f America, 727 West 7th Street, Los Angeles, (627-9X34)
as a key punch operator^ Miss SERRANO advised she lives with
her aunt and uncle, HERHUf^nd CECELIA MAGDALENO, at the
above address. Her parents are MANUEL and AMPARO SERRANO,
1949 West 27th Street, Lorain, Ohio (21^282-9048).

Miss SERRANO advised that at approximately 8:30 p.m.,
j June 4, 1968, she left the Youth for KENNEDY Pasadena
! Headquarters with four other committee workers to go to the
* Ambassador to await the primary results. This group went in a

car belonging to GREG ABBOTT, 1009 Arcadia Street, Arcadia.
MICHAEL FRANCHEK:, J556 MUton Street, Pasadena. (795-2865),
GEORGE FREDERICKS, JR., «8l Crescent Drive, (68l-2l8o), and
IRENE CHAVEZ, a friend who rooms with Miss SERRANO'S aunt and
uncle at the North . Marengo address, were included in the group.

Miss SERRANO advised that while at the Ambassador
waiting for the primary returns, she had someone buy her a
drink, a screwdriver. According to SERRANO, at approximately
11:30 p.m., she walked out of the ballroom area to an outdoor
terrace stairway because it had become too warm end crowded
in the ballroom. She sat on the fifth or six step of the
stairway which lead to an upstairs area. Miss SERRANO could
not describe what this upper area was. Two or three minutes
later, which SERRANO estimated to be approximately 11:35 p.m.,
three ind'ividuels approached her on the stairway, a woman and
two meh, and walked past her up the stairs. As the woman got
to her, this woman said, "Excuse us" and Miss SERRANO moved to
the side so they could pass. SERRANO said she felt these three
people were together since they were walking together up the
stairs and the woman had said, "Excuse us."

After approximately 20 to 25 minutes, which Miss
. SERRANO believed was shortly after midnight, she heard what

she thought was six back fires from e car. Four Qr five were
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real close together. During this 20 or 25 minutes, no other
person went up or down this stairway past her. Approximately
30 seconds after hearing what she thought was beck fire, this
same woman who had gone up the 6talrs came running down the
stairs toward her, followed by one of the men who had gone
up the stairs with her. Hiss SERRANO stated that as this woman
ran down the stairs toward her, the woman shouted, "We shot
him - we shot him." Miss SERRANO said, "Who did you Bhoot?"
to which this woman replied, "Senator KENNEDY." Miss SERRANO
was asked If this women could have said, "He shot hlffl" or "They
shot him" rather than "We shot him." SERRANO insisted the
word was "We" but volunteered that she realized that "we"
could have meant we, meaning we as a group of KENNEDY supporters
or ee we;as society in general.

Miss SERRANO did not notice in which direction these
people went after they passed her on the stairs since she
looked up the stairs behind her and immediately left and walked
back Just inside the hallway area. She met a gray uniformed
security oTfleer Just inside the door and said to him, "Is it
true they shot him?" This uniformed officer replied, "Shot
who?" .arid she replied, "Senator KENNEDY." Miss SERRANO said at
this point the uniformed officer told her she must have had too
much to drink. SERRANO commented she still held her drink
glass. A few minutes later a group of five or six people C8me
towards her from the ballroom area end SERRANO said to them,
"They have shot him." These people did not answer her but she
heard one comment from the group, "Oh she's crazy" and another
comment, "Oh my God."

At this point, Mies SERRANO advised she looked for a
public phone so she could cell her parents in Ohio. She said
at about 12:15 p.m., she found a public phone. Miss SERRANO
said she knows she had $3*00 in change and thinks she tried to
pay for the toll charge but had trouble with the phone and believes
she ended up reversing the charges to her parents1 phone. While
SERRANO was talking to her mother trying to explain to her that
Senator KENNEDY had been shot, people started to pound on the
door of the phone booth trying to get in. One of these people
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was (first name unknown) FRANKSTEIN, a KENNEDY co-worker,
and she asked him if it was true that Senator KENNEDY was
shot. He replied, "Yes." SERRANO then tried to explain
to her mother that it was true but felt she did not really
get It across to her mother end hung up the phone. Mies
SERRANO stated she was crying end near complete hysteria and
did not know what to do.

SERRANO was asked to explain why she would call
her parents long distance in Ohio before she had confirmed
the fact that Senator KENNEDY had been shot. She said, "if
you could have seen the expression in the face and heard the
way she said, 'We shot him,1 you would have believed her too."

i After leaving the telephone, SERRANO walked back
towards the' ballroom area and recalls meeting GREG ABBOTT.
She tried to tell ABBOTT what she had seen but could not get
him to understand. She then met DAVE HAINES, another co-worker
for the Youth for KENNEDY Campaign, and could not get him to
understand, since he had a girl with him who was crying and
completely'hysterical. SERRANO then eat in front of a
television set and said aloud, "I saw these people come down
the st-alrs, what am I going to do?" A person in the area told
her she should find a police officer to tell her story to.
SERRANO walked out of the ballroom area and met her friend,
IRENE CHAVEZ, She tried to explain her story to IRENE but could
not get her to completely understand. They walked out of the
hotel area towards the parking lot but found they could not
leave the parking area and started to return to the hotel. As
they returned to the hotel, SERRANO walked up to a man and said,
"I saw them run down the stairs, what can I do?" This man
identified himselfae Mr. .AMBROSE, a District Attorney from
Beverly Hills JESrePi^K^H and told her to come with him end
he would find a^&TTel^Tricer to tell her story to. SERRANO
said they found two uniformed police officers and these officers
took her to an area inside the hotel where they were keeping
witnesses. While she was sitting in this area, a person asked
her if she was a witness. She briefly told this person what she
had seen and before she realized it, she was being interviewed
on television at which time she gave her story the best she could,
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Miss SERRANO said after this television interview,
she was taken to the Rampart Substation of the Los Angeles
Police Department and interviewed end then taken to the Homicide
Division of the Los Angeles Police Department Headquarters and
reinterviewed.

Miss SERRANO described the woman she saw on the Btaiiv
way as being a white female, 23 to 2? years of age, 5'6" tall,
medium build, 12$ pounds. She had dark brown hair, ear length
(bouffant style) and "wore a white voile cloth dress with black
quarter inch polkadots, The dots were about l| to 2" apart.
This dress had three quarter length sleeves, a bib collar with
a small black bow and was A-lined style. (SERRANO said she took
special note of the dress since she had a friend with one Just
like it).1 This woman wore black shoes and no purse. SERRANO
said this -woman did not wear glasses and had a "funny nose"
which she described as a "BOB HOPE1' type. SERRANO said she
felt she could identify this individual again.

SERRANO, described the male individual whom she saw
go both u.p'and ,do\'m the stairs with this woman as being a white
male (La^ln extraction), 5'5" tall, 21 to 23 years, olive
completion, black hair, long - straight, hanging over his
forehead and needed a haircut. He wore dark pants, light shirt,
and a gold or yellow cardigan type sweater and had nothing in his
hands. SERRANO said she was not sure if she could identify this
person again.

Miss SERRANO described the other male individual who
she saw only go up the steirs with this woman as being a white
male (Mexican-American), about 23 years of age, 51 3" tall,
curly, bushy hair and wore light colored clothes. She said
after seeing the picture of SIRHAN SIRHAN in the newspaper,
she felt certain this was the same person she saw go up the
stairs with this woman.

Miss SERRANO was asked if she was certain of the events
as described above. She said she realizes she was near hysteria
over the shooting, but was sure of the events she described.
SERRANO said she had only the one drink and was not taking any
type of medication or pills.
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On June 7, 1968, SERRANO was taken to the Ambassador
Hotel and asked to locate and reenact the Incident described
by her above.

She had difficulty in locating the stairway she
described but once she found the stairway, she was able to
orientate an'd describe the events as she recalled them. This
stairway is located on the south side of the Ambassador Ballroom
and is used for emergency fire stairs. Large double doors
open onto the stairway from a hallway adjacent to the Ambassador
Room. From this doorway, the stairs go down to ground level
andLup to double fire doors leading into the Embassy Room
which is located directly above the Ambassador Room. It is
notedjthat Senator KENNEDY gave his speech in the Embassy Room
and the Ambassador Room below was used to accommodate the over-
flow crowd. Television sets had been set up throughout the
Ambassador Room in order to witness the events taking place
upstairs.

' M^ss SERRANO advised that she had gone to another
exit --door before finding the exit to these stairs but could
not get out because a uniformed guard told her she was not
allowed to go out the doors. She said there was no guard at
the double doors she went out to this stairway and the doors
were closed. She noted that a uniformed guard whom she
described as a white male, approximately 27 years of age,
with dark hair, wearing a gray uniform, was inside the door
when she went back into the hallway area. This is the guard
she asked if it was true that Senator KENNEDY had been shot.

SERRANO located a bank of public telephones located
in the hallway leading to the main entrance of the Ambassador
Room as being the bank of telephones she found "to make the call
to her mother. She said that there are five public phones in
this bank and she identified telephones 386-0824 or 386-9837
as the phone she used.
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ThiB same date, Miss SERRANO was taken to the
NBC Studios, Burbank, California., and all film coverage
taken by NBC at the KENNEDY primary celebration was reviewed
by Miss SERRANO. She was unable to locate anyone in this
film she thought might .ie identical to the woman or the men
she hed seen on the stairway.

accompanied SA
and at the Ambassador Hote
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EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATiW

Date
June 8, 1968

Rampart Division,
LAPD, accompanied SA l ^ B H B I M B H H K * n d SANDRA SERRANO
when SERRANO reenacted the incident described by her in which
she claimed to have heard some backfires or shots at the time
Senator KENNEDY was shot.

stated that he was aware of the kitchen
location of ttie Embassy Ballroom where KENNEDY was shot, and
it was his opinion that it would have been impossible for
SERRANO to hear .22 shots on her location on a stairway
described by her. He said this was especially true because
of the crowded conditions of the Embassy Room, and he knew
that many people much closer than SERRANO who were inside
the building did not hear the shots.

On 6/7/ftft •* TOR Angeles t California p^P # Los Angeles 36-156

6/8/68
-Date dictatedby

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It i» the property of the FBI and is loaned to
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
6/7/68

bit*

^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ CHAVEZ j ^B^pH^^B
Altadena H^^HL^LV age 21, advised she was a worker
in the Youth ror Kennedy campaign. She said she lives in the
home of her friend, SANDRA SERRANO, and went with SERRANO to
the Ambassador Hotel the night of June h, 1968, to await the
primary results.

Miss CHAVEZ advised that about five minutes after
the shooting of Senator KENNEDY, she met SERRANO in a ttâ lway
outside the ballroom. She said SERRANO was crying and near
hysteria and told her about seeing two people, a man and a
woman, run down the stairway where she had been sitting and
the woman had said something about they had shot Senator
KENNEDY. Miss CHAVEZ said she understood from SERRANO that
she thought these people had shot Senator KENNEDY and not
just the fact that Senator KENNEDY had been shot.

Miss CHAVEZ said that after trying to clam SERRANO
down, they met a man who claimed to be a district attorney and
took SERRANO to the police for interview.

.> Miss CHAVEZ said she considered SERRANO to be a
stable person and never knew her to imagine things or make
up stories.

On 6/6/68 Altadena, California F i l f #

Date dictated

Los Angeles 56-156

6/6/68

This document contains neither recommendation* nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tbe property of the FBI and i» loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.your agency.
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On June 5j 19&8t the Los Angeles Police Department
issued the follovring All Points Bulletin describing the
unidentified female wearing e white polka dot dress:
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On June 3, 1968,
Ramp&rt Division, Los Angeles Police Department, edvised
that several women classified >>y his department as "psychos"
came to the police claiming they were the unidentified "woman
in the white polka dot dress" end were so 6bvt
connected, their names were not even taken.
said one woman, CATHY SUE FTJLMER, was questioned and released.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 6/8/68

CATHY SUE
California, _em
unnamed, at

She stated she had gone to the KENNEDY primary
celebration at the Ambassador Hotel with a boy friend named
DENNIS (last name unknown) and they were able to "gate crash"
the reception held in the Embassy Room of the Ambassador Hotel.
FULMER claimed she had been able to get near the podium where
Senator KENNEDY gave his speech and standing near her was
an individual she described as a short male Mexican, about
20 years of age, whom she recognized.from newspaper photo-
graphs as SIRHAN SIRHAN.

FULMER stated that after the shooting, she ran out
of the main entrance of the ballroom yelling words to the
effect, "He shot him - he shot him." FULMER said she did not
actually see the shooting but was coming forward to give her
story since she thought she had been confused with a woman
she had read about in the papers as having worn a white polka-
dot dr$ss and was heard to yell, "We shot him - we shot him."

'FULMER said she was not wearing a white polkadot
dress but did wear an orange and white polkadot scarf tucked
in around her collar and wore a dark green suit.

On

by

S/7/6& Los Angeles, Calif01 Los Angeles 56-I56

.Date dictated
6/6/68
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Date 6/8/68

Miss SANDRA SERRANO was taken to the main lobby
of the Los Angeles Police Department where shV was able to
observe CATHY SUE FUUffiR.

She advised that FUIWER was definitely not the
woman she had seen on the stairway at the Ambassador Hotel
the night Senator KENNEDY was shot.

On 6/7/68 •flt Los Angeles , Calif Prnla F i l e # Irar Anklets 56-I5G

-Date dictated 6/8/66
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 6/7/66

"Torrance, California
June 7, 68 %

Harold L. Burba, reside
iTorrance, California. I am employed

feles City Fire Department, at 217 South
Hill Street, Los Angeles, California.

"I have been advised of the identities of
interviewing agents -- that they are special agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I voluntarily
furnish the following signed statement.

"On the night of June 4, 196B, I was on
'official duty at the Ambassador Hstel in Los Angeles
to take pictures of any violation of fire regulations.
This, was done at the request of the Fire Prevention
Bureau.

"At around mid-night I was sitting across the
Kail which runs along the north side of the Embassy
ROODS'. I observed Senator Kennedy and his party
pa£s where I was sitting and go out of sight around
, a'door way and I believe that he had gone on into
the Embassy Room.

"There were several straglers following the
Senator's party. One of them came to my attention
due to the way he was looking from side to side as
though he was observing the layout of the area ox
the people around the area. He was also carrying
what appeared to be a rolled up poster in his hands.
It appeared to be a roll about two feet long and
three to four inches in diameter. As I saw a rolled
up poster, similar to the one I had previously seen
being held in the air in the hall, while the Senator
was apparently in the Embassy Room. Sometime later
the Senator's party was leaving the Embassy Boom

6/7/6S at Torrance, California Filp # Los Angeles 56-156
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6/7/68
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"and moving down toward the Press Room at the end of the hall.
I did not actually see Senator Kennedy at this time but
by the movement of the crowd I was under the impression
that he was in the group.

"I heard what sounded like three shots fairly close,
followed by several more at random intervals. They
sounded like they came from a cap pistol. I also saw
.what appeared to be flashes from the shots. At this
time I had the impression of someone standing on a table
and firing a gun at a downward angle.

"I moved toward where this activity had happened and
learned that Senator Kennedy had been shot. I got my
camera and returned and began to take pictures. I took
five,pictures of the activity. I then learned that in
addition,to Senator Kennedy, several others had been shot.
I 'gQ.so became aware that some of the commotion was caused
"by several others subduing the person who apparently had
done the shooting.

"I later left the ambassador Hotel and went to Fire
Department HeadquartersT Enroute I wondered whether the
person I had seen following "the Senator's party with the
poster had been involved in the shooting. However, after
I arrived at Headquarters I heard a newscast that described
the suspect as possibly a Negro or Mexican man about 25
years of age. I recalled the person I had seen with the
poster as about that description but with a complexion too
light to be described as Negro or Mexican. The man I had
seen had a full head of black hair and he was wearing a
blue shirt or blue jacket and possibly dark trousers.

"I later saw newspaper pictures of the person charged
with the shooting and I felt that it was the same person I
had seen following Senator Kennedy and carrying the poster.

"The pictures I took showed several people struggling
with a man who apparently had done the shooting. One
picture showed Senator Kennedy on the floor surrounded by
people. The foot and a portion of the leg of one of the
other victims was also shown in the picture of Senator
Kennedy. One of the pictures only showed the backs of
some bystanders. Another picture showed a man standing
on a table next to the wall near where the Senator had been
shot.
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"I have read the above statement consisting of this
and four other pages which I have read and initialed and
it is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

"s/ Harold L. Burba

Special Agent, FBI, Los Angeles, 6/7/68,
[Special Agent, F.B.I., Los Angeles
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Avenue
On June
rtment •

1968, JOSEPH THOMAS KLEI!
( Fullerton, California, telephone
he is a student at Fullerton Junior College,

stated that on the evening of June 4, 1968, he was at
the Ambassador Hotel when Senator KENNEDY was shot and then
furnished the following information:

KLEIN was standing with two of his friends outside
of the Embassy Room at the Ambassador Hotel right after
Senator KENNEDY had finished his victory speech. Approximately
a minute or so after Senator KENNEDY had left the Embassy
Room, a man came running out of the Embassy Room and shoved
people as he ran. This man was carrying a package under his
arm and the package was approximately three feet long and was
wrapped in some "blue stuff" possibly paper or cardboard.
KLEIN followed this individual out of the hotel, but upon
reaching the outside he lost him. KLEIN asked several people
if they observed a man running and they indicated not.

KLEIN stated the reason he followed this individual
was because he was the first person to come running out of the
room and was carrying a package. Also PATTI NELSON, who was with
KLEIN stated she had seen a muzzle of a gun sticking out of one
end of: the package. KLEIN himself did not see the muzzle of a
gun, '"Also a DENNIS WEAVER was with KLEIN and NELSON and WEAVER
did not see a muzzle of a gun.

KLEIN explained that last night, June 5, 1968, he
was watching the Channel 7 News at 5:30 p.m., that originated
from New York City. The news program showed a scene with
Senator KENNEDY walking out of the Embassy Room after making
his victory speech and the camera fanned out on the people
who were standing in the corridor outside of the room where
Senator KENNEDY was walking. The television camera stopped
on this individual and at this point KLEIN recognized the
same man he saw the previous night running out of the Embassy
Room after Senator KENNEDY had been shot. In the television
scene, this individual had a blue package in his hand. KLEIN
stated he would recognize this individual if he saw him again.

On 6/6/68* Fullorton, California File # Los Angeles 56-156
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KLEIN furnished the following physical description
of the individual running out of the Embassy Room carrying a
package.

Sex
Descent
Age
Height
Weight
Hair
Build
Clothing

Male
Mexican or Cuban
23-24
5'9" f
130-140 pounds
Black, long sideburns
Slender
Shirt and tie, and slacks

BIN Btated that PATTI NELSON resides 1
California, and her home telephone is
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DENNIS STEVEN WEA
California, telephone number ̂
information in the Los Angeles

furnishec
of the FBI.

Garden Grove,
he following

WEAVER is 22 years of age and a graduate student
enrolled full-time at California State College, Fullerton,
California, majoring in History.

At about 10:30 p.m. on June U, 1966, WEAVER met
PATRICIA NELSON and JOSEPH THOMAS KLEIN at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles, California, Their purpose in being there
was to partake in what they anticipated would be KENNEDY'S
victory celebration in connection with his winning the
presidential primary in California. Shortly after midnight
on June1 5, 1908, the three of them walked over to the entrance
of the Embassy Room in this hotel. WEAVER saw a male
individual #.' running out of the Embassy Room and this
individual ran between NELSON and himself. He was carrying
a three foot long circular blue roll of paper which was
approximately eight or nine inches in diameter. WEAVER did
not hearthis1 individual say anything as he was running past
them, ite was only able to observe him for a few seconds. He
had never seen this individual before nor has he seen him since.
He thought that it was very unusual when there were hundreds of
people in the lobby that this male individual should be running
eo fast out of the Embassy Room when everyone else was standing
still or entering this room.

At the time WEAVER saw this individual come out of the
Embassy Room he had not learned about the shooting of Senator
KENNEDY.

The following is a physical description of the
unknown individual which WEAVER observed:

Sex
Race
Age
Height

Male
White
25 -35
5 feet 10 inchesto 5 feet 11 inches

On 6/7/65 ,t Los Angeles, California p;i<> #
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Weight
Eyes*
Complexion
Hair
Sideburns
Clothing

165 pounds
Unknown
Medium
Short, dark
Normal
Wearing a gray or a blue suit with
what was believed to be a white
shirt and tie

WEAVER was not sure whether he would be able to
recognize this individual if he saw him again.
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Nelson,
the following information:

NELSON,' als,
telephon

s Patti
furnished

NELSON, age 20, is a student at the University
of California at Irvine, majoring in Political Science.
She is the Orange County Coordinator of Students for KENNEDY.

At about 8:45 p.m., on June 4, 1968, NELSON
arrived at the Ambassador Hotel, 3^00 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California, to partake in the contemplated
victory celebration there for Senator KENNEDY. The
Presidential primary elections were held in California on
June.-4, 1968. At about 12:10 a.m., on June 5, 1968,
she was standing with JOSEPH THOMAS KLEIN, also known as
Tom Kledn., in the lobby of the Ambassador Hotel, next
to a pillar Just outside of the Embassy Room of this hotel.
There were hundreds of people in the lobby. All of a sudden
she observed a male individual running through the lobby
and heard him say twice, "Excuse me please". This individual
said nothing else. He came out of what appeared to be
the Emtjassy .Room or a room very close to the Embassy Boom.
Under fiis right arm this individual carried a package, which
was about three and one half feet long and about six inches
wide, wrapped in what appeared to be a dark blue canvas type
cloth. The front of the package was closed. It could well
have been a gun case. This package was held loosely in this
individual's right hand. "What appeared to be a wooden stock
of a rifle or a shotgun protruded out of this blue canvas about
six inches. NELSON did not know the difference between a shot-
gun and a rifle. The wooden stock appeared to her to be of
oak or light walnut finish. She felt quite sure that the
wood that protruded from this blue canvas was definitely
the stock of a gun. She observed this individual for a
period of about five seconds and last saw him running down
the corridor of the hotel.

On
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She "believed this individual's appearance to "be
very unusual because of his wearing apparel as all the men
there were dressed in suits. He also had very long hair
and long sideburns which was not characteristic of those
present. The fact that he was also running appeax'ed unusual
to her. She had never seen this individual before or since
that time.

KLEIN later told: NELSON that he had, seen this same
Individual on the FRANK REYNOLDS'.News Program, an ABC
television prpgram. KLEIN stated the ABC television cameras
picked xtp. the*' individual ae they panned the hotel lobby.

The following is a physical description furnished
by PATRICIA NELSON concerning the individual that ran past
her in th^ corridor of the Ambassador Hotel:

Sex
Hace
Nationality
Age
Height
Weight
Build
Complexion
Eyes
Hair

Appearance
Peculiarities
Dress

Male
White
Mexican or Cuban
Early 20»s
5*6" - 5'7"
1^0 - 150 pounds
Slight
Medium Bark
Unknown, but believed brown
Blackj long, straight, hung
over his ears and hung *in
back to about where his
collar viould be; long heavy
siciefcurns which extended to
the bottom of his ears.
Clean shaven
Stooped
Burcandy or dark sweater with
V-neck, may or may not have
had shirt underneath; dark
levi-type trousers, no press.

PATRICIA NELSON would recognize this individual
If she saw him again.
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PATRICIA ELIZABETH NELSON, ^
Bellflower, California, observed the filja that was snown ai
the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), 42.5*- Prospect
Street, on June 7, 1968. Upon viewing the particular part of
the film which showed Senator KENNEDY'S entrance through the
kitchen in the Ambassador Hotel, an unidentified man was shown
carrying what appeared to be a roll of posters or similar
paper and presented this roll to Senator KENNEDY for autographing,
which was done. After viewing this individual, NELSON stated,
"That's him. That's the same sweater, the same hair, the same
sideburns".

In regard to the above comments made by NELSON,
she was. referring to the same individual that she had seen
shortly* after midnight on June 5, 1968, in the lobby of the
Ambassador Hotel.
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JOSEPH THOMAS KLEIN, _
ApartmentBBFullerton, California, observed"* the film
was shown SX the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), ̂ 151
Prospect Street, on June 7, 19^8. Upon viewing the particular
part of the film which showed Senator KENNEDY'S entrance
through the kitchen in the Ambassador Hotel, an unidentified
man was shown carrying what appeared to be a roll of posters or
similar paper arid presented this roll to Senator KENNEDY for
autographing, which was done. After viewing this individual,
KLEIN stated, "That*s hi/a right there". KLEIN was asked if he
was sure of his identity of this individual and he replied,
"I'm positive'.

In regard to the above comments made by KLEIN, he
was referring to the same individual that he had seen shortly
after midnight on June 5, 1968, in the lobby of the
Ambassador Hotel.

On 6/7/68 *t Los Angeles, Cal ile # Los Angeles 56-156
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Hiss BARBARA SHAWICH^BHiHHHI LoE
Angeles, California, was intenfiewecra^S^etaT
at which time she stated that she is secretary for State
Senator ANTHONY C. BIELENSON, Ifciring Senator KENNEDY'S
talk at the Ambassador Hotel, she was in company with
Senator BIELENSON's wife,I>ELORES, and.) upon the conclusion
of Senator KENNEDY'S talk, she and Mrs. BIELENSON went from
the main room into a kitchen hallway because of the oppres-
sive heat in the main room. A few minutes later, it appeared
to her that Senator KENNEDY had passed through the kitchen
hallway and had gone beyond them, but she did not see him
at that time because she was distracted by other persons
around her. Mrs. BIELENSON advised Miss SHAW that the
Senator had passed*

• , At that point, she heard what she thought was a
series of firecrackers explode and learned later that the
Senator had been shot. She stated that she did not observe
the Senator in the kitchen hallway, did not observe the
assailant, and knew nothing else about the shooting except
what she learned later from other persons.

. *~ She learned from Mrs. BIELENSON, however, that
Mrs. BIELENSON had observed a part of the incident.

On 6/8/68., Qoleta, California
-File #
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DENNIS STEVEN WEAVER, E^^^KBKKKk Garden

Grove j California, observed the rxSPTnatwaesnown at the
American Broadcasting Company (ABC), *H51 Prospect Street} on
June 7, 1968. Upon viewing the particular part of the film
which showed Senator KENNEDY'S entrance through the kitchen
in the Ambassador Hotel, an unidentified man was shown
carrying what appeared to be .a roll of posters or similar paper
and presented this roll to Senator KENNEDY for autographing,
which was done.

After viewing thi6 individual, WEAVER stated that
this is the same individual, has the same general size, but the
clothes do not appear to him to be the same. He thought this
unknown individual was wearing a dark colored suit. The package
that this unknown man carried appeared to be similar to the package
he had Observed.

In regard to the above comments made by WEAVER,
he was referring to the same individual that he had seen
shortly after midnight on June 5, 1968, in the lobby of the
Ambassador Hotel.
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Plans and Control Division,
Los Angeles Police iJepartment, made available"* tape reels
numbered £9033 ana £9034 bearing the taped interview of SIRHAN
SIRHAN.

views:
Reel number 29003 contains the following inter-

A six fflinute original tape made Jane 5>
at 2:05 a.m. in ROOD 318, Parker Center Jail

A 23 minute original tape made June 5, 1963
at 3:15 a.m. in Boom J-l, Parkei Center Jail

A 1 3 A hour original tape made June 5* 9
at 4:00 a.m. in Room J-l, Parker Center Jail

An original tape made June 5, 1963 at 3:^5 a.m.
and later in Boon) 2A1, Parker Center Jail

Reel £̂ 03': is a continuation of the original
.'tape cade June 5, 1?65 at 3:^5 a.a. and later
in-Room £A1, Parker Center Jail

The following Is a transcription of the above tapes:
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